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LIGHT DerKETS TO
LESSEN INTEREST
IN AUGUST COURT
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George Watkins Dies
in Arkansas Hospital

Johnson, Brown
Managers Declare
Gratitude to All

Above is pictured Miss Gladys Snow McClain. a nurse at the
Clinic-Hospital holding Wanda Lou and Betty Rue Witty, twin girls
of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Witty of Brandon's21111. The twins were born
July 30 at the hospital. Their mother, a fianghter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie. Morgan. is otly 17.
She herself was a twee, and was born when her own mother was 17.

Girlhood Chums Reunited
After Separation. of25 Years
.---.4

- Two girlhood
school . chums
were reunited here Saturday after
EX-COUNTY ATTORNEY
. _
a separation of 24 years.
GAINS CONFIDENCE VOTE
They were Mrs. W. C. Calvert
of Shreveport, La., add Mrs. Ofus
Outland, Murray Ronte 5.
The Calverts and their children,
visiting in Calloway county, drove
up to the Outland home. They
. 1asked a boy in the front yard to
tell Mrs. Outland to come to the
door. Pulling her driving goggles
off, Mrs. Calvert got out of the
car and smilingy asked: "Do you
. know me, Eunice?"
"Why, yes, it's Ella!" burst out
And then they
Mrs. Outland.
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CONFIDENCE VOTE IS
LARGE FOR HALL HOOD

GOV. KEEN JOHNSON
publican nomination for lieutenant
governor.
Todd Lead Slight
Tabulation of 3,827 precincts left
them only 148 votes apart-20,251

Wins Senate Race

(See "RODES MYEILt", Page 61
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Harris Grove _

the

Mrs. Mangrum, 74,
Dies Near Kirksey

LOUISVILLE Ky., Aug. 10Lieut. Gov. Keen Johnson of Richnight "the
mond accepted last
great honor of carrying the standard for the Derriocratic party as
Its candidate for Governor" as his
griajcirity over former IU. S. Representative John Young Brown of
Lexington in Saturday's primary
•ntinued to pile up.
With all but 444 of the state's
precipcts tabulated, the Richond newspaper editor, supported
by the administration forces of
Gov. A. B. Chandler, held a. lead
ef 26.123.
The tabulation gave Johnson
$0,813 votes and Brown 214,890.
Brown Barkley Choice
Brown, attorney for the United
me Workers (CIO), was suprted in the campaign by Senate
ority Leader Alben W Rarity of Paducah, who defeated
handler - in the 1938 senatorial
rimary.
In the Republican gubernatorial
ntest. Circuit Judge King Swope
Lexington-whose nomination
eadv had been conceded by
ohn Sherman Cooper of Somernet-had 107,409 votes to Cooper's
$6,136 in 3.771 precincts.
The hottest major office race on
either party ballot, meanwhile,
was being waged between Jouett
fess Todd of Harrods Creek, just
Outside
James
Louisville. and
Turner of Paintsville, for 'the Re-

CALLOWAY GIVES
BROWN MARGIN IN
GOVERNOR'S RACE
Hecht Lackey, Pink Curd
Receive Large Plurality;
Lovins Takes 15
Precinfcts

j

k

-Receives Democratic Nomination

ONLY 447 PRECINCTS
REMAIN UNCOUNTED

Dexter _

-eaess-

CANDIDATES
AND
OFFICERS

S. W. Concord' .
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Johnson Margin Nears 30,000 Votes;
Lovins, Curd, King, Phillips Win Here

Official- Tabulation of Votes by Precinct in Calloway
County Democratic Primary Electioni August 5th

_

Hospital News

The annual meeting of members
to nominate candidates for a .board
of directors of 'the Western Dark
Fired Tobaeco Growers Association
will take place in Murray Saturday
afternoon at 2 o'cloek, it was announced today by Joe E. Pace,
secretary.
.
One director will be elected from
each of the 13 counties comprising
the range of the Association's activities, the secretary said, although
several from each county may be
nominated. The election will take
place later this month.

N. Concord

Ay

Pool to Noinmate
Candidates For Its
- Board of Directors

S. Brinkley

Robert Carleton
Speaks in Contest

(See "Girlhood Chums", Page 61

Dewey Ragsdale, Calloway campaign ',rigger for Keen Johnson
An his race for Governor, and
Sheriff J. I. Fox, chairman of John
Y. Brown's campaign, today expressed their appreciation to the
people of the county for the cooperation they received - in working
for their respective candidates.
Each complimented the other on
the clean, honest, sober, and sincere way in which the two campaigns were handled. Each professed the hope that Democrats of
the county will stand behind the
Democratic ticket in the NovenTher
election.

N. Brinkley

Cunningham Has
Post With TVA
Near Knoxville
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Johnson Receives
Record Vote in
Home Precincts

MYERS 'IASI
T• GOVERNORSHIP•
LACKEY RUNS 3RD

George Watkins, 80, Ft. Myers,
Fla., a relative of several Murray
•
Calloway citizens, died Jsaly
27 in the Brinkley hospital in
Little Rock., Ark., after an operation, it was announced here today
by Mrs. W. G. Chester, whose husband was his cousin,
,
Mrs. Ona Watkins FrefTdrIcks,
also a cousin of the deceased, was
visiting Mrs. Chester here when
she received word of Mr. Watkins
illness. and Immediately left for
Little Rock.
- She accompanied the body back
to Ft. Myers where funeral services were conducted. Mr. WatR. HALL HOOD
kins was buried by the side of
husband,
who
died
Hendricks
Mrs.
R. Hall Hood, though unsuccesslast September.
ful by 622 votes to vain the nomination for Commonwealth's attorney
for C'alloway, Trigg, Lyon, and
Christian counties, received a large
vote of confidence in Calloway
county. He received a margin of
1343 votes over John T. King,_incumbent. in this county. Hood was
county attorney In CalHarold Cunningham. son of Mr. formerly
'and Mrs. Oakland Cunningham of loway,
this city, has received and accepted a notice of appointment as
junior clerk-typist With the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Wednesday
left
Cunningham
'night. August 3. to- assume his
new duties „ and Will be located
with the Reservoir' Clearance Di- Winner"OTState Wet In LottliViltr
To Represent Kentucky in
vision in Dayton, Tenn., near
Meet :a Ames, Iowa
Knoxville.
Prior to accepting this positiom
two
he had been employed for
Seven youthful speakers-dismonths as stenographer" hy Nat trict finalists in public speak
Ryan Hughes, attorney-at-law. For contests sponsored by the Courierthe past year he has been attend- Journal and Louisville Times for
ing Murray State College.
Kentucky's Future Farmers of
America, are competing in Louisville today and tomorrow for the
State championship. the recin/ent
of which honor will represent
Kentucky In regional competition
to
the
William
admitted
Patients
at Ames. Iowa, next month. With.
during
Hospital
Memorial
State title will go an award
the
Mason
of $50.
the past week are as folows:
Representing this district. is RobMrs. Mary Ruth Winsett. Martin, Tenn.; Carious Evans. Mur- ert Carleton, 20. who combines
ray' Mrs. H. B. hfcCuiston, New music with farming and who won
Concord; Mrs. Herman Ahart, Gol- the Future Farmers' speaking
den Pond; Mrs. Grace Thompson, crown in the Purchase district. He
Hardin; Mrs. Norman •C. Shires. was trained by J. H. Walton. agriIhdianapi3lis, Ind.; Marion Joyce cultural teacher at Kirksey high
Frasier, Paducah; Mrs. Lonnie Ray school in Calloway county, -where
Henson. Detrtait, Mich.; Everard he graduated this year. He is the
Hicks, Murray; T. D. Atkins, Mur- son of Mr. and Mrs. A. „B. Carleray; D. F. McConnell. Big Springs, ton and will.,, speak on "The Crisis
Tex.; Mrs. Clifton Parker, Mur- of Soil Erosion" in the State conray; Miss Violet, LeGrand, Hop- test. He plans to enter the UniBailey, Murray; versity of Kentucky college of
kinsville; Fred
-s-and maybe take a
Agri
Ted Bromby, Danville, Ill.
Patients dismissed during the coudSusie-in September.
past week:
Mrs. Finis Weatherford. Hazel;
ey's. Mrs. 0. H. Boatwright, Henning,
*mak Tenta; Leon Futrell, Golden Pond;
Mrs. August Lindner, Puryear,
Tenn.: Mrs. Grace Thompson, Hardin; Eliza Ann Curd, Murray; Rudolph Colson. Murray; Mrs. HerMrs Alice ;Grant Mangrum. 74,
man Ahart, Golden Pond; Marion who died at 'her home near KirkJoyce Frasier, Paducah; T. D. At- sey yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clocit
kins, Murray; Mrs. Coleman Boyd.
will be bated this afternoon at
Paris, Tenn.: Mrs. Clifton Parker, the West Fork cemetery. Funeral
Murray; Mrs. Georgia Foust, Hunt- services will be conducted at the
ington. Tenn.; John F. Pcnnebaksame place at 2 o'clock.
er, Lexington.
Mrs. Mangrum. who was an aunt
a
of Stanley Kirkland, and attended
• ICE CREAM SUPPER
his funeral last Friday at KirkseY,
died of high blood pressure and a
There will be' an ice cream suia- heart attack. She had been ill twe
per at the Almo high school- build- days. She was a member of the
._ing Saturday night. August f11. The Bethany Missionary Baptfst church.
. public. -is invited. The proceeds of
Her only survival in her imntedithis supper are for Ve benefit of ate family. is a grandson, Duke
school.
,
the
Mangrum, of Mayfield.
•••

$1.50
$2•00
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RICHMOND, Ky.. Aug. 10Lieut. Guy. Keen Johnson set up
a new all-time record in his home
county of Madison by carrying all -of the 43 precincts in
Democratic gubernatorialSaturday's01)ES
primary.
It was the first time a candidate
in a Demociatic primary had
swept every precinct.
The lieutenant-governor also set
a new reco.-d for majority in the
(verity. which mat more votes than
ever before in a primary.
Johnson's majority was 2,560. He New Governor Makes Statereceived 4,363 votes to 1,803 for
ment of Acceptance
John Young Brown, his major opTo High Office
ponent.

CASES OF COOK AND
JAMES GO TO JURY
Circuit court which convened
for . its August term Monday with
the assembling of the grand jury,
went into its fourth day this
morning with no important cases
yet having been reviewed by the
twelve good men and true.
'Both civil and criminal dbckets
are light for this session, with
most criminal cases coming under
the category of misdemeanors.
The grand jury has not yet returned indictments, but is considering several cases today.
Tuesday, the petit jury found
George Tellus, colored, guilty of
malicious -shooting and fined him
$65. It also assessed a fine of
$10 against Hardin Manning for
using vile language in a public
place.
The City Court turned
Hord
James, 19, farmer, over L the
grand jury for action. Jan irs Was
charged with disturbing the peace
and resisting arrest - in an election
night fracas in which he allegedly gave Chief of Police Burman
Parker here a black eye before
Parker subdued him by striking
him over the head with his gun.
Manson Cook, 3.5, Murray Itoute
7. alleged to have -wpm Carlos
Evans, 19. also of Murray Route
7. over the head Saturday night
was-reported to have Voluntarily
come- to officers last night and
surrendered.
His case will be
handled by the-grand jury.
Evans. still critically ill in a local. hospital, has not yet regained
consciousness.

a year In Galloway
`"`'' Marshall, Graves Henry and Stewart CounUes„
a year elsewhere he
the State of Kentacky.
a year to any satires, -4
other than above.

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its 'Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon August 10, 1939

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

George Tellus is Fined $65;
Hardin Manning Fined;
Indictments Pending
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Calloway county voted for John
Young Brown, Otis Lovins,-Pink
Curd. V. A. "Bill'- Phillips, Hall
'Hood, and Hecht Lackey .in the
election which took place here
Saturday. In general returns, however, Brown and Hood were defeated for the nominations.
Young
gave
John
Calloway
'Brown a majority of 00 votes in
his“,ace with Keen Johnson for
'the Democratic- nomination for
Kentucky's Governor. The First
District also went for Brown by
about 500 votes, thanks to Trigg
majority for the
county's -2-1
former U.S. Representative. When
tabulations were complete here
Brown had- 3,129 votes; Johnson,
3363.
Otis Lovins, w:nning 13 out of
25 precincts, increased- 'his lead
for circuit court clerk over the
jidumbent Clande Miller to 281
votes, polling 3;468 votes to Maer's 2.68'7.
Pink Curd Has Plurality
Pink G. Curd, Hazel, candidate
for Representative, received the astounding total of 3,229 votes-not
astounding from the number of
votes cast but because there were
four other 'candidates in the race'.
He polled 641 more votes than all
his oppositihn put together, to set
a record for Representative's races
in Calloway county. Leslie Pogue
was second with 871 votes; W. A.
Bell was third With 8271 Will
Hughes had 490; and Mrs. Willie
Luter Baucum, the only woman
-candidate in the race, received
400.
Phillips, piling up a majority in
county over his opponents,
T. 0. Turner, incumbent. and Joe
Wall. in the race for the State
Senate. gained the nod_ in this
county by a vote of 2,775 to Turner's 1.856 and Wall's 933. Phillips
carried every precinct.
Although Hall Hood carried both
'alloway and Lyon counties, for
Attorney, h is
'ommonwealth's
margin- in the two was not large
enough to overcome the leads polled against him in Trigg ...and
Chrietian counties and John King
beat him out in the stretch. Hood's
margin in Calloway county was
1343 votes. He polled the largest
number of votes of any candidate
voted on in Calloway county, with
Otis Lovins second. Hecht Lackey
third, Pink Curd fourth, and John
Y. Brown fifth. Lackey. candidate for Lieutenant-Governor, had
the biggest plurality in the county, polling 2.940 more votes than
his nearest opponent and having
a plurality of 1.286 more votes
than all eight of his opponents
combined. Rodes K. Myers polled
ohlY 312 eotes. L. D. Miller. Murray, was campaign manager in
Calloway for Lackey.
Dean Does Well
Garnett Dean, whose campaign
in this district for Clerk of the
Court.ofAppeals was managed by
RaSsell, received 1,741 votes
in Calloway to 508 for his nearest
competitor. Charles K. O'Connell,
incumbent, who won the election
in the state, polled 378 votes in
Calloway.
Brown Carries First
John Young Brown carried the
First District by the tight squeeze
of 382 votes over Keen Johnson
in the race for the Detnocratic
nomination, com.gubernatorial
plete returns from the district's
14 counties revealed.
The majority that Brown piled
up in Trigg county, the last county to finish the count of Saturday's
primary ballots, enabled him to
•
overcome the ,lead which Johnson had gained in the district. In
Trigg. .Brown's total
was' 2,349
votes. and Johnson received 1.100.
In Graves county. next to the
last to complete its tabulation,
Johnson had received a majority
of 1.391 Votes. polling 8,404 votes
to 5,01'5 for Brown.
The final check-up revealed that
Johnson carr4d five counties in
the district-Crittenden. Christian.
Livingston, Caldwell and Graves
-while Brown received a majority in nine-Ballard. Marshall, Fulton. Hickman, Carlisle, Calloway.
McCracken. Lyon and Trigg.
Stvope Sweeps Area
Complete tabulation qf the 398
precincts in the First District
gave Judge King Swope of -Lexington a majority of 1,580' votes
over • John Sherman Cooper of
Somerset, in the race fbr the •Republican
gubernatorial
noniination. Strope received 4.433 votes
to 2,853 for Coopef.
Hecht S. Lackey. of Paducah,
Was given a 23,739 lead over Rodes
K. Myers in the First District in
the contest .for the Democratic

.
FOR GOVERNOR
.1
1
Charles D. Arnett
3
1
2
8 38
1 2
4
1 1 3 1
41. 5 11
1
John Young Brown
106 25 77 11.9 110 123 101115 157 123 199 95 63 70 65 92 100
991149 180'198 132 384 203 3129
Ulysses G. Foster
11
'. 3
10
1 1
1 1 2
1 1
•
'2 2
-..----,
Keen Johnson
117 ill 128 94'7l 1401
74 98 .87 119 105 75 111 96 104 '77 11 144 196 108 319 244 3069
V. A. (Sill) PHILLIPS
FOR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
.
.
William T. Baker
8 3 4 7 11 13
12 12 3 2 5 '5 6 4 8 5 13
21 8 8 13 11 20 14 199
R. M. Bagby
10 2 7 3 12 8 8 7 . -6 t -1 5
44.3 6 23 13 42 15 218
15 4 4 6
C. E. (Skinny) Eaton
1
1 2 3 1 1 31 4 2
4_
,
1
2 1
1
1
2
2 35
2 2
Ralph Gilbert
,.2 1
3 5455
,
3 2 1 6 4 1 4 ,2 3
2 X 4 7 3
7
8 101
Theo. (Tate( Hagenian
41 _ _
2 1
I_ <1 --1 1
1 1 I 2
1 3 6
7
4 37
1
Hecht S. Lackey
91 58 94 76 106 77 631141 103 103 106 92 83 95 67 113 118 753 129 113 150 245 138 499 325 3252
Rodes K. Myers
18 2 2 4 15 11 23 - 10 11 11 10 17 5 9 5'9 6 6
6
14 23 12 58 35 312
John J. Thobe
1 2 2 1 - 4 -I
1 2
1 3
I 1 2 1
1
1 2.1
' -,i, .
Mennen Wilson
- a
1 3 3 3 1
1 1 2. 1 1
2,.. 2 4 1
-31'
2 1/ 1
. 3
1, 39
- .FOR SECRETARIL_Of_STATE,_
3--7
Miss Ora L. Adams
15 15
10 18 16 15 28 12 14 19 23 13 11 22 28 21 18
8 68 25 42 311 83 52 643
Robert J. Breckinridge
23 4 2 6 16 14 6 9 # 8 10 3 4 7 3 5 7 4 12' 3, 6 16 81 24 28 233
A. Stewart Cole
2 1 4 I 5 - 3 21 1 5 2
2 4 1 2 3 1 6 , 5 3i 7 17 51 -18 14 133
George Glenn Hatcher
21 - 3 15 21 13 8 10 25 33 85 11 19 3/ 12 . 9 20 15 12 37 16f 41 .40 234 70 80 634
t
Harry N. Jones
..i
3 3 4 5 5 12 4 7 4 3 9 7 8 9 7 3 I 7
6 4' 10 11 6
4 151
8
Jobb L. McDermott
1 1 1 3 . 3 81 3
1 3
1 2 1 3
. 4
2 39
r
1
• 1t - 1
Floella Smith !McDonough
7
1
3
5
4
6
2
3
2
1
1
8
3
1
3
12
12
39
14
130
33
.7
Frank Reid '
--8412 14 1 26 12 19 25 18 10 16 15 18 24 11.11 25 12 22 8 26 81 30' 171 99723
John Samuels
...wee.--••••84
2
- 3 6. 3 I/.
2- 1 5
1 3 2 1 2 8 14 4 36 24 140
Guy C. Shearer
3
3 6 3 1 1 A I s.1 3 2 3 3 3 8 5 1
7
4 13 5 29 11 118
B. M. Smith
3
1 . 6 7-4 2* 2 - 9 5 4 3 2 6 3 7 8 1
7 4 7 11 7
9
41 119
,
FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
•
•,/
,...
Murray L. Brawn .
r
8 5 14 28 10 10 16 16
12
13
9
21
29
10
111
83
596
,5 14 9
28 22 :23 55 28
Hubert Meredith
32 13 27 28 46 37 32 46 36 34 40 47 III 40 19- 30 37 28 51 27 ,61 122 48 253 170 1320
Zeb A. Stewart
-..._
27 16 14 92 34 23 37 59 41 27 29 24 33 2$ 43 24 32 18 28 19'30 .62 32 105 601 864
J. R. White
20 7 12 15 23 11 12 17 16 19 11 17 10 n 8 17 7 8 12/18 25 27 22 47 214 409
,
/
FOR AUDITOR OF PUBLIC
,
• ,
. ACCOUNTS _
N. S. Collier
7 6 5 7 8 10 6 12 9
7 9 8 13 6 11 8 7 12 112 15
41
16 .87 .271 321
D. A. LOGAN
42 16, 28 49 50 40 54 61 3851 30 40 27 40 371 29 44 1.4 50 13 ,60 29 56 232 169 1390
....-_____
Joseph G. Thornberry
10 9 10 10 20 6 8 24 21 15 13 13 816 7 19
8 17 11 1 35 23 80 .54 465
FOR STATE TREASURER
1
Ed. Dishman
11 7
4 15
17 20 161 11 12 11 6 11 10
9 9
9 4 -14 iij 18 62 37 365
JOHN T. KING
Russell Fryman
- -6 6 9 9 '15 1
4 13 154 6 11 7 6 8
8 7 • 13 12 14
14 53 31 327
Harold Hall
---t
, -13 ,.1Ia 15 19 .25 18 III 28 . lit 17 16 18 11 2 I 12 22 9 28 Mt 17 49 90 09 45 559 Elected Rep- New Clerk
John F. Heady
6 -2 6 11 6 10 15 n 51 6 r- 7 5 , 7 5 2 7
- -04 - 10 , 11 9 n 27 19 236
resentative
Ernest E. Shannon
15 10 8 llii 21 19 17 n
29 12 15
19 2 19 18 12 13 . 4 41 80 18 87 137 666
FOR COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE
.4
,
•
Horace S. Cleveland,
12 '3.09 19 10 22.
22 17 4 5 7 8 14 6 10 11'5 11 8 14 53 26 102 683 477
Harry C.. Fielder
9 15 11 5 234 16 13 30 11110
9 10 16 14 13 14 71„ 11 12 21-26 19 53 39' 421
William H. May
25 17 42
e 51 59 79 24 21 24 40 25 83 31 54 85 38 71 128 10713
27 8 21 64
S. T. Offutt
4
3 21 2 2 8
2 2 I 1 3,,2 2
2
I 1 8 7 2 13
9' 97
_,,,,
Robert D. Thornbury
13 1 5 5 18 .9 8 11 11 10 2 6 3 12 9 9 7 9
7 11 7 22 17 44 28 282
-------------------COURT
OF
APPEALS
FOR CLERK
.
i
,
Garnett Dean
' 81 21
34 140 38 23 59 47
32
69 130 71 363 175 1741
Robert C. Ford. Jr.
14 7 3 15 26 21 15 31
18 14 18 14 14 17 11 21 10 19 15 27' 30 21 62 41 509
Charles K O'Connell
,.
14 Ai 7 7 12 12 17 11 -14 5 910 4.14 843 6 4
6434 9 29 15 71 52378
Marvin Stewart
7 -4 4 13 19 7 14 14
15 11 6 14 7
5 4 11 ,' 14 12 13 181 12 39 25 304
_
_
_
-......,
.
FOR RAILROAD FONMISSIONER
'
• - I
Robert E. Webb
72 123 73 108 62 561 21 71 13 48 02 36 114 99 97 169 86 316 22412252
51144 76 44 . 08
.
A. A. Nelson
68'10 23 52 54 -45140 47 63 11 60 54 17 43 75 64 27 33 27 35 78 137 76 246 147 1520
FOR STATE SENATOR
/
V. A.."Bill" Phillips......
201 M 37 74 131 81 109 101.133 80 84 56 91 45 58 47 91 72 99 137 163 1112 89 316 205 2775 PINK G. CUIM OTIS LOVINS
30 L. Wall
. ,,
8 6 14
45 31 10 78 100 20 31 48 7 23 26 88 16 48 141 23 34 28 -48 96 48. 933
Turner
254 31/107 54 70( 54 27 65 41 57 51 57 57 55 41 44'70 47 401 62 91 163
274 188 1.854
..
FOR REPRESENTATIVE
I
'Willie Later Baticam '
25 61 5 11 8 5 1$ 21 22 16' 3 4 14 16 -11 9'12-11
8 11 22 18 13 62 381 400
Ptak'G. Curd
130 28 97 141 117 102 1064137 163 107 180 186 86 63 89 113 65 153 79 168 183 169 142 277 17213229
..
Leslie Pogue 1
,
10 2 17 16 .74 61 13 41 391.40
4 18 22 16 13 53 5 25 42,35 51129 148 831 871
Will I... Hughes
8 32. 30 7 17 '12 5 11 20{12 4 2 261 43 3 12' 29 8 ' 22 7 16 384 141 49. 411 490
According to information reW. A. Bell
28 6 11 13 50 15 5 44 211 II Ill -10 11 '16 7 21 23 19 30 26 42 112 31 161 1041 627 leased today by F. M. Perdue,
A
.
FOR COM(ONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY
1
•
,
general agent for the Whitney
John T. King
90 22 "A 72 78 88 421 731 117 24 97 63 54 5530 74 71'64 73 115 103 147 90236 150)2134 Transfer Company, that organizaR. Hall Hood
... 119 53 97 116 186 116 104)167 15111 10 it100 112 107 67 94 100 118
115 IN 335 133 433 26043477 tion will begin the con.struction
FOR CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
-,-. -•
of a new. terminal in Murray at
Claude L. Miller.
84 50 118 211
114
1
122 85 92 91 31 41 -29 108 48 88 1531114 220 83 ,i107 350
-.12687 an early bate.
.
Otis Loll/is
'
-.4148 31 77 18512661201 109)l01'210 71 117 93 8195 30144 86 150j 87 160 1N
155 301 19913488
Perdue formerly ran .a freight
No. Registered
370 1491161131$140t
. 325 2444386 417 286 29612631192 277 18342813 277 301 240173 367 Sfi7 *If 11191 7411374 line of his own In this 'territory. (See "Calloway Giees", Page 6)
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replacement
MURRAY JUNIORS "he-reT)itcyx(einan,
TRIM BENTON 3-2 1.mbs
Th

Terraces Hold Soil
on Kentucky Field

He Was
Calumet Trace Feral Use of Salt
5.- Duryea Claimed
1
"
217
Salt has been used as • seasoning
Gas Buggy
Inventor
•
Kul., not established: with early
The claim of Charles E. Duryea aga toag for so long that historians
.de 'confined to few choice store°
topthe distinction of having invented cannot trace its lest use.
to a mall killer at 8.75.
the first gasoline buggy is backed by
Co/matins Visited Peelle Rico
strong evidence, although the SmithGaines
Victory is First ba five
The only land under the United
sonian institution accepted a car
Counteuts:
Marshall
Over
built by the late Enwood Haynes as States flag ever visited by ColumTo Play Here Friday
the -first." Later the institution am bus was Puerto Rieo,
@opted one of Mr. Duryea's vehicles
Murray's Junior League baseball
Sun Selnuminees
an gave him credit for it Tim
team will meet Bentone Junior
Our sun is selliummuum elesle the
Mn. Genie Farris and - ILss matter of priority is open to some
leaguers. ohanspions of a 4-team
ciicuit consisting of Benton. Mur- Sylvia Peckman returned Sariii•- controversy, but certainly thorn moon is seen through the aid of re
ray. Mayfield and Pine Bluff. here day from St. Louis where they never was any doubt in Duryea's flected light.
Friday aftersioon in the sixth meet- had spent the week attending the mind. He contended that no one
style show and buying: merchane operated a gasoline vehicle as early
ing of the twee squads.
Albion Greek Name for England
Benton has 'beaten Murray four dieg for the Lerman Brothers store. as be did, April II, 11102. or made
Albion Was the earliest name giv
fault'
They report the new fall
limes out of five. Murray gained
automobile sales as early as 1106. en to England by the Greeks and
that
say
and
entrancing,
are
ions
a victory here Sunday for the first
He won the first automobile race on Romans,
time eve* the Marshall eountians The new .fall ladies' ready-to-wear Thanksgiving day, 1895. He drove
a
in•
will
be
stone
the
reaching
when behind the 2-hit pitching of
. the first ear to be mounted on poen- Wards Is Telegbese Ciavereadim.
Paul Buchanan they managed to few days.
Words of fewer than five letters'
Mrs. Farris. goes to St. Louts the mane tires. He was entitled. sure-- squeeze two runs .ocroes in the
saUslaction be could
are most used in telephoning.
final half of the last inning of a first week in August every year ly, to whatever
a
was
he
that
knowing
of
out
get
7-inning game to overcome Bon- on. buying trip. She said this
.year's fashions were more tette- pioneer In •the development of an
ton's .2-1 lead.
Industry which, has revolutionized
Thornsason, Murray's first man ing than es-er
our habits of living and
up in the last, of the seventh.
comments the New York=
singled to center; Veal, pinch-hitTribune.
ting for Rosa singled between
first ,and second, and Thompson
Duryea, who died in Philadelphia
• went bit- third. Scott struck Out. Editor Ledger h Tunes
at the age of 77, never became rids.
FOR SALB-60 acre Farm: go
epee.
was
Dear
Close
a
on
out
Ballaaan
and
His talents. it appears, were those
play BOW 3rd to Ise but ThomeIt is now time for a general in- of the inceotor, not of the business buildings: 50 acres crop land,
miles North uf Kirksey. Ky.,
son scored on the toss and Veal. voice
and
stock
taking and executive or financial gepius. And
highway. Close to good grads
.who had stolen second. went -to aithoug a appears I have lost in
yet, if the man who was supposed
schmil and church. J. W. Lae
third. Thomas Farley then, hit ney effuses hi obtain the'
have backed him at the beginning rence. Kirksey. Ky.. Route 2. Al7
sharply to the pitcher. who /no. Wan for Commonwealth ifttorney. to
had not failed him at a crucial
MentarilY Jumbled the ban, and nevertheless there is much more
easily have
then threw wildly to first. -scor- on-the credit side than the debit. time, Duryea might
I 111M-Miciw happy even iiwdetwalt ended his days not only As the pos- STREAMLINZaa 1239 WRECKER
ing Veal from .third.
Murray's lineup included Fir- because of the -loyalty and - demi- sessor Of one of the great fortuneo_ SERVICE New equipment. 24ellt Medd but as a man who was
Perdue. Jones.
Waggoner. IWO Ot that rusarlyk four thoussed
ley.
hour. fast, dependable Wrecker
Le Cunningham. Thompson. Ross•and people in Calloway county
ganerany rewarded as a sage-the Seri ice. Charges reasonable Day
Buchanan. Scott substituted for voted for Me, thus expressing their baba of so many rich men. As it phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
I try hard was, in his last years, he lived in
Garrison and Veal for Ross. iif Sib faith 'and confidence
Co., Chevrolet Sales
to- keep - politics segregated to the comparative obscurity, embracing Porter Motor
and 7th innings respectively.
If
and Service.
area
and
mind
the
of
out
of
hay
Benton'i lineup: C. Janet, P.
nsastrrather mist airtime for the betintend
not
do
hate
let
to
I
hehrt.
Creagan. Stayers.. J. Jones, Mortart et sawiddihil, tegillog letters
gan. Poeli. Holland. Treas. _and or a spirit of .revenge ever domi- to the
rievreMbee.-1/44
apartment
an
4 FOR
"
tailo-my life. It may be that I
RENT-3-room
' English.
have 'been unjustly dealt with in to his contallwa that he *as the
with private entrance and bath.
some places, but I am not dwelling real father ,ot the autos indus- Close in. Malt conveniently loupon that but am dwelling lung try. He gambled with a greed Idea: cated. Mrs. H. P. Wear, 200 N.
tie
ans; fondly on the thousands of in-' it wee mere luck, for the most part, 5th St
etances wliere I received as much that be lost But that is the fate
or more consideration than I of many inventors.
BASTeST. LOUIS. Ill.. August:9- wag voided gg,..,.... • .
ICX CREAM SUPPER at Spring
• Hogg 7.500. 71100 on sale: oefening 1 1.._ heartily congratulate
Mr.
Creek School Hubse Seturday
slow and uneven; with early. sales Bing. in his Victory, and assurzba
r
night. August 12: Everyone te
Trumpets and Horns Are
130-230 lbs. Mit I5c lower: few that I will give to him my
Map
' bran and -pigs . showing - Corres- hearted support in any effort'he
Important in Orchestra. invited.
4 pbneling decline and goal weak to may make 'award' adminiatering
'ne brasses of the mgdern sym--"----10c--lower,- -- trar-t2s: 720,230. ins the taw -tar - the
phony fall into two groups -the FOR RENT-Two "niee fIrst-frciales. 11.10o6.2.5. around 320, lbs steady Although the hill returns are not
and the horns. In the rooms with water in kitchen. Priat 5.50: 160-170 lbs. 5.75e 6.00; sows in at This time. it appears certain trumpets
former belong the trumpets, tubas , vale entrance front and back.
,
3_90et 4.9E_
that Calloway county find the dmand trombones; in the latter are Water and lights furnished. See
Cattle 3.200. 3.000 on sale: calves trait has made its choice. '
White it is true that .1 have or ,fatand the various types of horns. In Stites at 1308 Main.
1,100s 1.000 on sale, native steers in
relatively liberal supply, with mos- will pay for all objective ser- their relationship to the human
of
SALE-Large - supply
FOR
ket unestablished but OW kact, vices rendered me...by your paper, voice, the trumpets would. corre- cruehed lime: $1.50 per ton at
rnectimm weights stearin: gm, nevertheless there have been many spond to the soprano, the trombones crusher. Brieendirie Bros., New
17 cars Oknhorna grastrealiers on ' instances of kindnesses. fevers to the contralto' and the tubas to Concord. Ky.
A17p
caurtesies shown me which the -baritone or bass.
sale: butcher ~hags- steady. at
not appear upon any statement
8.00.( 9.50 cows not mailbag& hat
True tubas have a cup mouth- FOR RENT - Furnished Sleeping
opened steady a( 4 7555S.Tt•disesees of account and I-wish to grate- piece and are built upright with room. Private entrance; ensidern
fully thank you.
and cutters Si 25 450. top
either three or four valves. Nota- conveniences. See Eugene Tarry.
tic
bulls,steady at 650, with other bulls - To. you snd to my friends every
St.
_ 104 So. 12th
tion has beets variable, though most Jr..
lotver tests rs 25c nigher, tap w*-THANKS.
ra use tati . F. clef. IQ -FOR RENT-3-roono- -apartment.
Sieedmaily.
... •
010:-rtornirraf-rarrer
Adolphe Sax is due much credit for furnished Or unfurnished, with
Hall Hood .
6.260.10_00, slaughter. heifers 6 25n
..
perfecting our modern symphonic
private entrance and bath. Clam
tuba, writes an expert in the Chi- in. Most cons entiently located.
cago Daily News.
Mis. H. P. Wear. 200 .R.. 5th

a

Mrs. Farris Returns
From Buying Trip
In St. Louis. Mo.

Terraces conduct run-off eater around the sloes. ontead of permitting
it to rush off rapidly, carrying with it valeable teeseil, on the farm of
G. C. Wharton, ; McCracken County, K.entinee. Mr. V, iiarton is .
cooperating with the Soil Conservation Service in establishing soil
ssvino practices on his farm.

lEID
a
Cllatanai

Letter To Editor

Legumes, Grasses Hold Soil
7•••mm••••••••=•14

RUSSELL CHAPEL SCHOOL
by DORO'TY GEVRIN
Our school seems to 'be progressing nicely. We have started
the second month and all pupils
seem to be enjoying their work
and -are having a good time.
We have taken our monthly examinations and those making the
honor roll are as follows:
Morgan;
First grade, Howard
seeond grade. Fred Geurin; third
grade,
fourth
grade. Ralph Geurin;
Joe Rumen: sixth grade. June
Geurin, Wilma Jos Futrell; eighth
grade, Dorothy Getirio.
We have selected our new committees: as follows: James Nanny
and Elaine Russell. select sweepers; Robert Morgan, James Lee
King, _Ruth • Fuleher, R. C. Scott,
Morgan, movers; June
Robbie
Geurin and Neva Fay Garland,
stage arrangers; Leona Tucker and
Stella *nn Morgan, program, and
Dorothy Geurin, news reporter.
Our school is in a contest between the girls and boys selling
candy. We plan to get a softball, a pencil • trimmer, and pen
and Pencil Set With the proceeds.
We are giving an ice cream supper Saturday night, August 19.
Everyone .has an invitation to
come.

aus4na-

j.

•-

This meadow is mot of a complete orosion control demonstration being
carried out by Andrew Weitlouf on his farm in McCracken county.
Kentucky, in cooperation with the Soil Conservation Service. The
field was treated with lime, phosphate, and nitrate, and was seeded
to an alsike red clover gram mixture. The.first year hay yield was
ass tons per acre. And Mr. Weitlouf also prevented soil erosion.
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OTIS LOVINS:

Calloway County Land Co. is now ready for the summer and fall
trade with a splendid lilt of properties to offer the home-seeker or
bustnessetiV7ester, or both. The prices are reasonable, and terms easy,
on many of them. Our limited space does nut pernut a complete list,
or fulledeemription here. 1;14 additional information, will be cheerfully
given anyone desiring it. Read the following and see us:

No. 60. 9-room residence on 92x189
right, terms easy

SI.

lot on Poplar street Price

No. 65. 4-room house on lot 45x185 on Maple street. 9500.
Noe. 68. 5-room house North 5th street. Price reasonable.

Hut

eSold iat press time).
No. 75. 7eroozn -house
$1300.

100450. Hamilton street. -near coLlege-

--

'No. 82. 6-room house South 16th street. Lot 72orxr320, 2 1-4 a. near
college. $3000.00.

HE home in which the typical American family will live tomorrow,
shown above, will be built on the grounds of the Gas Industry,

T

Exhibition Group at the New York World's Fair.
I APPRECIATED YOUR SUPPORT

5,9z445. Sycamore street. 112600.007.

No. 94. 7-room house on lot 75x210. South 8th street. Fronting city
Great achievements never come to those too timid
high school. Price reduced for immediate. sale.
or procrastinating to take a chance. I am not sorry 1 took
No. 95. 8-room house and basement. 1.01 70x200 feet, West Poplar.
this chance. I raised my boys against the things that are
demoralizing to our community. I feel I have taken the Price on application.
No. 98. 3 five-room houses. First class repair,.on Maple street. Prise
step my God would have me take against the evils of our
-.Naas
and terms on application.
State and county.
-No. 9e. New 5-room house, modern garage. -Lot 95x200 feet. South
To those who spoke a kind word its my behalf and 15th street. $2300.00.
do hereby extend my sincere appreciation;
voted for me, l,
No. 100. New 5-room house, lot 70x208. South 12th street. $1800.00.
God may bless each of
and my hope and prayer is
No. 105. 7-roo
.. m house, lot 50x200. South 9th street. 'Price on applicayou in every way.
tion.
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Mrs. Willie Luter Baucum

No. 106. Large house. lot 120x200. East Math street. Price on application.
ACREAGE PROPERTIES

.,

CLOSE OUT
SALE
All Summer
_

*

•

Wash Pants
Buy One Pair

at

the Regular Price and Get.

Another Pair of Equal Value

FREE

FOR RENT -.Furnace heated. 4room. modern. garage Ineertment.
Furnished or until] nished Hardwood floors. 602 W Slain St.
Mrs Ed Filbeck

A.Ljne C A RS and
CeeLLING
TRUCKS-Drive out to W. (1
Vaughn's Service Station, Ce e
water Road. )00 yds. from lege Campus: Fill up with that
good Super-Shell' Gas .at :ler per
a than Troirjinida
gallon. ekapj
" win
tuck)
„flint thi 'only Se. J
Workt's
." &ale!' in. Calloway county .in •
• winning column., Contest- -c.
Murray, The Birthplace of• Radio Ali-gust 31. -W. O. Vaughri. A. ,
•..

No. 90. 8-room house,' lot 150x200 feet in Hazel. $1500.00. $500 cash,
balance easy.

supported me in my race for Representative from CalloN. 92. Large residence, well located. Lot 100x100 feet on Poplarway county.
street. Price on applications Part cash, balance easy.

FOR SALE-1934. Standard Chevrolet: new tires. Neva Waters.
lc I
Sixth and Main.

--Two
FOR RENTI.f
private rooms. See ea
Maddox. 208 South Nialtt•St. tfe

Noe 88. 6-room house, lot 93 1-3x150 feet. West Main street near
city high school. $3000.00.

No. 91. Beautiful residence lot 75x194 feet fronting North 16th

e,
hciiit7
FOR RENT-5-room modern 2 rooms: all
basement with
modern
garage.
conveniences,
Mres J. M. Cole. Phone 139-W.
lc
9th '81 Main.
cosu

FOR REN3'-3 furnished rooms
With pereate entrefice front, back.
and bath. 103 South 10th Street.
Call 22.5 or see Rev. Carroll
lp
Hubbard.

on South 10th street. lot 72.87.0 1/1. Sa4X4-99,-- No. 85. New 5-room house and basemetic- lot 51x175 feet. South 6tTi
street,

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to those who street near college. Price on application.

RADIO SERVICE-Welt (-quipped
shop. complete line of parts. and
Genuine R C A' Radio Tubes.
SERVICE.
RADIO
SUPREME
upstairs at Holland-Hart's. For
Allp
Serviee phone 23

FOR- SALE-Practicaily r. me- Hotpoint Electric. Slave. Mrs. V. E.
le
Telephone 464.
Windsor.
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No. 70 3 botheing lots on 12th street. 900,'

T. O. TURNER. -

•,
Name fleeter
..Mesiaing
nhe name Hector is of Greek oriTociay, there .15 a feeling that exists in Ony 'heart:,that I-cannot express with either:. tongue or pen. The words I thank you for all your gin and means, literally. "an .anchor," but by interpretation. "stead-'
votes anci 'deeds of kindness only express the shadow of that feeling
fast," or, "onrwho holds fast."
May I first say lam very grateful to the people or my home votin't states Florence A. Cowles in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer. Hector figoireciacteseeadelia all mi.:school friends whet_ha4,either gone to school ures in Homer's Iliad as thendeal
tome or with inc during these past-Years -Snotild you hare gone agatest hero, greatest of the effejan warme, your parents and friends, wouterhavi: fallent In line and etranger7s- riors.- Hector Berlioz (d. 10691 was
'eeonld have done the sarhe y.otr were indeed yery- ioyal to meaen my a 'French corn-post'r a great genius
and eccentricityn more 71671DrCerateti.
e rnind you will always, Lee, in otherassmotries than. in -France.
aloe like
Fey to Morray and to Murray .notieg pricincts "Symphonic Fantastique"• is one of
had so mane friends there. VOu .hgld nip up even his Works. Hector MacNeill id. 18181
-reliever dreamed
athieved fame as a poct.."Mary of
ffipugh I feared you would let me down. You were very kind.
CastleCary" is his. Hector Leroux
e'uu its various other communities have' known 'roe for (d. 1900) French painter of classical
Many of .
best known for
only a ehort time, yet yme voted for me just the same. I thank you subjects, is perhaps
his "Lazarus." painted in 1857.
you
where
of
live
or
regardless
where 'you voted,
Much of his work is in 'this country.
••
'- •
I don't. think anyone ever had a cleaner opponent than I had. He
worked. hard and I, feel that he ;stayed the game squarely. Claude. 1
Trousers Were 'Scarce
admire you. I wanted your place Silt I hope you get a better job..
lit the piopeer days, most men
•
I don't coneider that yeautwhe voted for Mr. Miller voted against )lade:nay one pair of trousers at o
haying a. new pair made by
me, You had e-outereasores fie %oleo for him. I em also your clerk, and time,
theemissus when the old pair - wore
want to be your fried& It is .all over. let's laugh it off.
out. If through ajeneeldent or some
happenirg a rran toil is trousI only asked for this Otte; for one .1- ix year 'term. You elected me odd
ers all id a eu4dan.-notes' a writer
I will endeavor tb make a good (kik I am still sticking to -the vow ifl'jhe.Cievi.land Plain Dealer, he
I made. Sp you may kpour when my terni is over the. etiast .will be usually had-To slay in bed until hrs
. wiee made him a new pair. Adhere
clear eon Clow who cale. to run.
are cases in which trotmers'aveie defor
'And may I pay regardless as., te wheth(if you voted
'stroyed by fir4 or alter 'or be
nee, us' fief Aty ()purl/lent. -4-1As'well. I am: a friend to each of you and came unwearable°because a( ariesio
sault by ,p ekunk, whereurso a
-1. hope you ars each a,friend of mine.. Again thanking. you I ant
Man wont oeto hAiieg, while his we
'Yours
went to work on new 'Pants. • , , •

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

No. 83. Ne* 6-room house, lot

line

-

Read the Classifieds e•

8
1.50
14
reeNt.o.$5
.00.sruo
8-room

not

I Feel Grateful to You All

411

CITY PROPERTY

Apartment,
See L. e'L
tic

°legs." There are seven positions Veal or phone PM.
for the slide, each producing its own
harmonic series. It has been made FOR RENT-Furnished apartment.
Mrs.
in every register from soprano to with. modern conVeni.trices.
Mayme Randolph. 503 Poplar,
contrabass. The "slide" method
tie
. 315.
leaves nothing to be desired in tone Telephone
quaLly, yet valves were added.
FOR SALE-400 acre Ohio River
About 125 acres upland
Farm_
sowed to various grasses and
The results .,were no surprise to nie where it was defmeadows. 100 acres valuable timEruption of Krakatoa
initely known of the action of certain interests in their
ber. Balance high state cultivaerup.
an
1883
et
summer
the
In
demands from another county, the effect was a stampede.
tion-soil dark rich loam: ;barns,
and support by the Brown forces. but I am happy that lion oceurred on the small volcanic. 2 houses. 20 acres orchaed. All
of Krakatoa in the Sunda
Island
Johnson is elected, and am sure Bill is also. Some of my strait widne effects were far-reach- livestock. growing crops and
tools. Hard surface roads,
friends were too anxiouis and ran out front with an article ing. The finer particles of the vol- farming
near Paducah.. Carlos& St. Loath
,w•hich I did not approve cif. as I never boasted of my canic dust: attaining the higher lay- markets: Ideal for stock or dairy.
deeds, but I hope they have
embarrassed-themselves. ers of the atmosphere, were di!- One finest farms in McCracken
fused over a large part of the sur- Co. '-Large garage: 40x60 for reI feel like a great burden has been removed from me face of the earth. "Within the tropics pairing cars, storage, grocery.. etc.
home: 9 rooms-2
in.that I am.a private citizen in the rear ranks,and can they were,borne tilting by air cur- bath. My
New 5-room' brick home with
hoar
an
miles
73
of
rate
a
at
rents
'return' to:the support of ,Iny private business, after 12
epts.; 2 baths. 3 garages. These
years of trying to satisfy many demands that could not- from east to west until within a pe- are real bargains. Terms. Addiffused
were
weeks
six
of
they
riod
dress 1434 Broadway. Paducah,
e met.
over nearly the whole space between
• Alep
Ky.
south.
45
and
north
30
latitudes
the
C-dme down to the coolest store fin towit;it's a comApartRENT-Furnished
,Eventtialle they spread northward FOR
fortable place to trade. Our Ian shoe
is being re-- and southwar'd and were carried ments. Steam heat' Electricalskived along with the general line.
over North and South America, Eu- ly equipped. Mrs. .a D. Rowlett.
157-W. tic
rope, Asia, South Africa and Aus- 711 West Main. Phone
tralia. It was reported at the time FOR SALE-Metal roofing buildthate.aehes fell 'on the decks of ing. Vaal; ft. Strong framing.
vessels at sea many miles distant
ReaSonably
barn.
Make gibod
tic
frOm the source of the eruption.
priced. J. 'M. Rowlett.
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Antioch Singing to
Take Place Sunday

Read the Classifieds

TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY:
„

I am heartily supporting hint and join you in helping
in any war possible in the tremens:Nous task of handling
the financial affairs of Kentucky, in the support of our
.institutfutis, and carrying on our road program. The hope
for reallotment lor Federal Roads gives hope for some
mileage-being designated for Calloway next spring. - •

We would be glad to see some
rain fall here for the ground is
getting thirsty. Roads are dry and
dusty.
The revival meeting at Lott
Grove came tp a close Sunday evFourteen were baptized
ening.
near -Tobacco recently.
Dr. Houston visited _Mrs.. J. Le
Lynn Wadi,.
141in is
criticalles ill.MK Jaw Lynn
and eons and bar illatbor and aunt
motored tram Aar*. On., last
week to be at the bedside of Mrs.
Lc nn
Mr and Mrs Charlie Adams
end Cub Bishop were visitors of
btu and Mrs. Truman Oliver SundayMr. and Mrs. • Kinshald Trevath- an of Pedestal visited Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar 'Trevathan Sunday.
They didn't find them at home,
however.
Sweet Pea was in Murray Satand.saw quite a few old friends
I am always glad to see
there
folks like Mrs. Myrtle Edwards,
Mrs. Moore, and other fine faks.
-Sweet Pea

MASONIC LODGE WILL
Quartets from Nashville, Erin,
ENTERTAIN VIISITHRS Hopkinsville. and Paris. and Murray will meet Sunday at Antioch,
three miles northwest of Bumpus,
All Masons are urged to attend Mills. Tenn., to take part in an
-call meeting of Murray Lodge
all day singing with dinner on
Friday evening. August 11, at 7:30. the ground. it was announced
toMayfield team' will confer third day by WLISUD Carney,
chairman
degree. Visitors and members of of the event.
neighboring lodges cordially inA loud speaker will accommoPd. according to Pelee Kuhn,
date the people on the outside of
Worthy Master.
the building.

Livestock

PortneMy celled the sackbitillie
The'results of the efrimarqaturday are definite in
trombone Is built wfth a slide whith FOR RENT -Garage
the nomination of Mr. Phillips
moves up or dawn the two taxed West Main Street,

-Locust Grove News

CHOICE ANY

sTRts.w

HAT

IN OUR STORE'

All Sales Strictly Cash
•

W T. Sledd & Co.

.

No. 120. it4) a. near Kirksey, nearly level, medium improvements.
pod location. $3000.00.
No. 121:12e a., 90 a. cleared, fair improvements, Near Alm). $2500.011
No. 122. Ni a. on highway west of Murray. Good improvements. 40
a. meadow. $6e00.00.
. No. 123. 29 e.. fair improvements, 4, or 5 miles north of Murray $1050.
No. 125. lb a. on Hazel highway_lenimproved. beautiful building
.
site. $750.00.
Nd. 126. 58 1. 7 miles north ,of Murray. 20 a. good timber, fair im-•
provements. $210001300.
No. 128. 43-a. 1 2-10" rnifie of 'college campus on new Mayfield
highway. Price $2500.00. Small cash payment, balance easy.
Np. -12e. 65 e. 4 .milos, north of Murray near Benton. highway. New
7-rriom residence, plenty of, out buildings. $2650.00. Part cash, balance
easy.
No. 130. 26 a. well improved on old Paris road 5 or 6 miles from'
Murray. $2500.-81000.00 cash, balance $300.00 per year, 6 percent.
2 miles northwest of 4Orray. One good barn. $1050.
/
No. 13).2. 80 p 51
No. iii 38 11 a. west of Murray on highway. Well improved. Price
on .applieation.

We
-in a
anyc

We
glad
road

No. 144. 96 a. rich bottom farm near Murray. Well improVerts$760
-.The
141
)
tied
"Na. 147.120 a oes in limst part of Calloway county. Well improved.
( in highway, sir titles to college Priced to sell.- Part cash, balance easy.
No. 154 610 :ores rich bettom farm. Well improved, on highway.
.Priced to sell wa: under ityvaltier See this one before _btlyillfe
No 157. 502 iores, part bottom land. Plenty, timber, fair improve' "If
iliente. Fine stock farm. Price $15.000.
•
Fur further Oeformation regarding the above aproperties,, write,
telephone, or call io see

CALLOWAY COUNTY LAND CO.. .
311411 East Main Street-Murray, KY.
H. II. FINNEY. Mgr.
Res,,Phone 259 .1

IlEtel•ETT CLARK Seen-Treas.
Rea. phone 513-J

•
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Card of Thanks

Headachy,Breath Bad?
Mahe This aeck-Up

6th

ear ea-- as

ash,

6th

Hill Billy Rambler

Jimmie,- Detroit, are visiting this son.. John, of Lake Charles, La.,
week., with Mrs: Futrell's parents, visited Mrs. Herndon's sister, Mrs. Alexander the Great in
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Parker, in Charles Currier, this week. Dr.
Habit of Naming Cities
Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson
Lynn Grove. They also have been Herndon, a minister, and his famAlexandretta, founded by Alexanand -children, Joe' Max and Peggy,
CIMMISTS NAME WAKED
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Finis Futrell, ily have been attending the Baptist
der the Great to commemorate his
of near Macedonia. were Saturday
parents and parents-in-law of Mr. World Alliance' at Atlanta and
MIRACLES WITH MILK.,.
victory over the Persians at the batnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oren
and Mrs. Futrell. They returned visiting relatives in Louisville.
NOW PRODUCE MORE
Simmons of Dear New Providence.
to Detroit today, accompanied by Their son, John, of Louisiana State tle of Issus in 333 B. C., was the
THAN SOO DIFFERENT
'Mrs. Lue Housden is improving
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perigee who University will spend the week first of 17 cities which he founded
PiLOCuCTS FROM IT, IF.1
and „named after himself for one
slowly. Sunday visitors of Mr.
Everitte Hill, of Corinth, Miss.. visit Mrs. Crawford's mother and are brother and sister-in-law of with his aunt.
CLUDING PMAIT. RAST/CS
Mrs. Futrell.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pratt had reason or another, observes a writes
and Mrs. Cleve Lax and Mrs.
remains quite ill at the home of her sisters.
AND*UNA KiNDS Of,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Shackleford. as guests this week Mr. Pratt's in the New York Herald Tribune.
Housderi were Mrs. Lindy Simhis sister, Bettie Farris. His condaughter,
Mrs. Joe Key and
TEETHES/4
mons of near Macedonia. Mr. and
dition is reported to be serious.
Glenda. Paducah, spent Sunday in of South 15th Street, announce mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Pratt. Mr. It early received its diminutive
of
a
baby boy. and Mrs. Capers Pratt a brother, name to distinguish it from another
Mrs. Elmo Burton, of near New
Mrs. Joe Paschall, Mrs. Harvie Lynn Grove with Mrs. Key's moth- the birth Friday
'Si'
14ILK SUPPORTS MODE FEOPLE
Providence; Mrs. Huntas Taylor,
Paschall and Bettie Jo and Bob- er, Mrs. Mattie Crawford.
Ac- The child has been named after Miss Margaret Pratt and Mrs. 5. of his cities, Alexandria, at the
THAN ANV OTHER PROOUCT,
father,
his
Buchanan: Mrs. Monkey StubHines,
sisters
of
Mr.
Pratt.
All
of
A.
bie Gene of Peryear, Tenn., Mr. companying Mrs. Key back to
mouth of the Nile, both of which
CLuDiN(i STEEL, ft iS ENE OLDSwann, Lynn •were from Memphis.
Miss
Mildred
blefield and Mrs. Mavis Allbritand Mee Buck Overcast, Mrs. Paducah were Mrs. Buck Phillips
enormous
comgame
to
have
an
EST KNOWN 5000... AMERICA
Grove, left Angst 1 for a two
ten, both from Green Plain: Mr.
Taramie. Cooper, Miss
Mrs. Marie Walton moved from merce with
Minnie and her daughter, Anne.
the Mediterranean CounPRODUCES AND CONSUMES MORE
and Mrs. Hardie Hutson, of Pena;
_ Chrisman, and Mrs. Annie CrawEl& Coleman Overbey, a Church weeks' visit in Washington. D. C.. Dexter to her new home on Fifth tries to the
although
westAnd,
and
New
York
City.
While
in
Ng
MILK TIMM MN OTHER NATION.
Mei. '011ie Lamb, and daughter
street.
ford were guests of Miss Nell of Christ minister from Texas, is
n es A FARM PRODUCT OF mot
Hazel of New Providence; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Berry and situated in a marshy plain and noDoran of South
Hazel Sunday conducting a protracted meeting in Washington she will be the guest
toriously
called
was
Together
unhealthy—it
Miss
Elsie
Rogers.
of
.Williams
and daughters,
Daisy
afternoon,
son, Dickey, of Marion are visiting
a tent about five miles out of
IMPORTANCE IFF EVERY STATE
"scabiosa" by 'the sailors—AlexanDortha and Jeanne of Macedonia.
Mrs. Ben Schroeder.
s
'
Miss Nell Duran. was a guest of 'Murray on the North Highway. they will travel to New York and Mr. and Mr_
IN ME uNION.
. Mrs. Henry James of • Crossland The meeting negan Monday night. visit Miss Robbie Gowon who is
Mr .and M's. Harry Breach and dretta, with the only safe harbor on
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Hart of
Saturday.
Mrs. J. B. Morris and son Ben. studying music with Berurnen and daughter. Patricia, spent Sunday the coast of Syria, continued as an
Macedonia are the parents of a Vas
Forge.
Frank
La
guests
the overin
Mayfield.
outlet
for
a
large
part
of
Germantown.
Tenn_
are
the
'KING
ousmouso.
LOW
OWES
DUE
TO
pound
baby girl who arrived
'Mr. and Mrs. Willard Davidson
44.
Mrs. Fulton Young and daughMies Kay Rudolph of Paducah land trade from irersia and India
AuGE AeLANDournisiPAPALERSaMED OR6M4Sunday morning, August IL The
left Sunday for a 10-days' vacation of Mrs. Morris' parents, Mr. and ter. Judy, will arrive this weekother relais visiting ,Mr. ;sod Mrs. George down to the opening of the Suez
little Miss hasn't' beit named as
12E0 REVILERS, OUNNE INDEPENDENT, FOR
tour ef the Southland which will Mrs. J. E. Thomas, and
Memphis, end for a week's visit with her Hart.
canaL
9911MO1IIROL AUL. RETAILERS RESPOE.OED
yet. Congratulations to the partake them
through
Tennessee, tive". They will go to
father, A. G. Cunningham, and
the
latter
part
Tenh.,
from
here
Mrs. A. L. Broach is ill at her
ents.
The Sandjak (or District) of
SY PARTIEWATINI anal Imo, moimi,
Alabama, Mississippi and Louisisister, Mrs. Eugene Shipley. Mr. home on the Hazel highway.
•week.
of
this
SPONSORED 114 MIRY es:ours...
Alexandretta—called Hatay by the
ana. They will visit with relatives
Miss -Susan Lax, of Macedonia
Richard Stubblefield is visiting Young will join them the followMr. and Mrs. Herman Ross are Turks—includes some 10,000 square
of Mrs. Davidson in Alabama, and
and several others attended the
'MICR OF nit soomatiosiAt Mulch/vs
ing week-end.
his
parents
in
Hazel
and
sisters
moving
into
their
new
home
on
will spend several days in New
show Saturday night at Paris.
miles, adjacent to Turkey, and the
1541 RETAILED3 6 THE DRM CONDUCTED 1,
4
fiL,
W. E. Sparks, proprietor of the West
this_ week.
Olive this week.
Orleans.
Several around here attended
ancient Biblical city of Antioch, old
67 II011-61LOCERY OAHE STORE. COMMAiES
W. E. Sparks Company store left
Mr.
Johnson
of
Hardin
is
build:
Freeman,
and
Otis
Misses
urns
Mr. and Met Alton Barnett left
church last week at Blood River
SERA D EN NE INIIIKITI OF
Tuesday for Red Boiling Springs,
Roman capital of the Orient, near
Tuesday for Chicago and Dundee. twins. and Jane Bell, all of Cal- Tenn.,- for.a rest and week's vaca- ing a new home between Eighth It, southern boundary. Its populaand Sinai.
„THOUGH EAANV SOLD NOMIRY PKIOULTS
and Ninth on West Main.
?
Ile, where they will spend more vert City, Ky., spent the weekend tion.
Armenians,
THESE
15000
STORES
AND
IIIR
s0000d
Misses Susan and Velma Lax of
consists
tion
of
Turks,
Mrs. 0. P. Williamson of Kansas
— than a week's vacation. While in at Wells Hall as the guest of Miss
Dewey Ragsdale left Tuesday
EMPLOVEES FOR A Fut'. WNW FAUMSED
Macedonia and Miss Patricia GibGreeks. Kurds and Circassians.
Chicago, they will visit a sister of Myrtle Freeman, who is a stu- for Centralia, Ill., to spend a few City is visiting her son, the Rev
were
son of New Providence
hiS.K 11.1 545 MILES or STORE WINDOWSAthol Havens.
The district was taken from TurMrs. Barnett, Miss ethel Lou dent at Murray State College. days' facation with his sister.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
- lit* RADIO 1106AM4S VW THE SW
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. McWherton key at the end of the World war
Shaekle, and Barnett will go to The twins also visited their .brothand
Serum
Mrs. . Livingston
children,
Mrs.
Prentice
Hurt
and
OF MRS TO 40,000.000 PEOPLE...
the Veteran's Hospital for ,an ex- er, Edward Freeman, while here. daughter, Miss Meta Kenan of and Mrs. Selby Howard of Como, and included in the French Syrian
Janice and Bennie Lee Hurt, of
11.EW INSIDE STORE DISPLAYS REPLAED
Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs. W. T. mandate but due to its mixed popuamination. Afterward, he will visit
The Rev. L. V. Henson, pastor Savannah, Ga., are spending the
Macecipnia.
2e000,000 SHOPPERS. DAILY!
the, evergreen nursery at Dundee- of the Locust Grove Baptist month of August with the family Gibson Sunday. Mr. McWherter is lation was granted a limited autonMrs. Bill Simmons and son,
4010 et the largest of its kited in the church, Sunday afternoon baptized of T' H. Kenan at the Woodlawn a brother of Mrs. Gibson.
eimy in 1925. Turkey, however, had
Brooks of Macedonia spent last
Mrs. C. B. Taylor and children never
,SZ=>
United States.
"
14 persons who had become mem- Apts. on Hughes avenue.
relinquished the thought that
W3TAMTII#L•
''
,
week
with Mr. and Mrs. Tom
of
Decora.
la..
spent
Monday
and
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Humphreys bers aerie church during a recent
Miss Dollie Kivitt of MetropoAlexandretta, with its fine harbor
JUNE IQ
Vongue of Buchanan and attended
*LIEN
spent Sunday here with Mr. and revival meeting conducted by the lis. Ill., spent the-weekend with Tuesday with Mrs. Taylor's cousin, and large Turkish population, was a
1#.x. gicrS
church at Sinai.
Mrs. ft. A. Myers.
Rev. B. G. Arteburn, Detroit.' . -Miss Emma J. Helm on Hughes Mr. and Mrs. Oliver T. Boren.
'C. H. Thurmond- WM leave the logical outpost of the repuelic Itee
Mr. and Mrs. Burros Waters spent
„George. _Gtheora ease_ New „provi7
Frank Rogers, about 70, has Avenue.
consequently,
when
France
agreed
the weekend here with the family been quite ill this week at his
dence was a Sunday dinner guest
Mrs. E. B. Houston. Mrs. 'Lois latter part of this week to spend to Syria's ultimate independence,
of their. son-in-law and daughters, home in Lynn Grove.
of John Lax of Macedonia.
Waterfield, and Mrs. Morris Car- several days in the Veteran's Hos•
,###
Mr.'and Mrs. James Thurmond.
—Curly Top
Mr. and Mrs. Fred .Scherffius ter are leaving Friday to attend pital in Memphis, it was teemed the Ankara authorities demanded
1•
a
sep4
,
into
Alexandretta
be
made
here
today.
While
there, he will
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Pirtle and family. Tulsa, Okla., are visit- the National Fraternal Confer... OUR FilitsT FOOD— FIRST FOOD IN OUR. LIVES,
general examination. arate stete to prevent its being lost
and 'daughter, Sandra, Paducah, ing Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Kelso, ence in America, at which,84 . fra- undergo
MILK IS FIRST, TOO, TN ESALANCEO NUTRITION, FIRST IN ImPOR.e
spent the week-end with Mrs. H. E. Lynn Grove, and other friends and ternal organizations will be rep- His children, Mary Elizabeth, Ben, to them permanently.
LEGION PICNIC
TANCE TO THE NATIONS 32..000.000 FARM POPULATION, SINCE ONE
anc$
Rebecca,
are
IlL,
in
Salem,
Farley and family on South Tenth relatives in the county.
resent, The Murray delegation
CUT OF EvERT IS FNAILiES IN MAERicA DEFeNDO MEOW OR tr4002ECTLy ON
where they will spend a month
street. Mrs. Pirtle is a daughter
Roy Pittman, a resident of the represents the Woodmen Circle.
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Hutson wece
ENURY PRODUCTS FOS* Lis.1145, I54OZE5.5k0 *CS USE OUR TO DA AN MONTH NOED
of Mrs. Farley. 'pie Pirtles. who East Side, left Thursday night
hosts to approximately '2.50 'Vetele
Mai _R. G. Terrell' and two with their grandparents, Mr. and Owls Voracious Killers
IS STIMUUTINO ',RADOM MWER TO THE DENEFIT OF ALL MAERiCAN SUSaNESS.
are registered in Murray, came here for Detroit where he has received daughters. Mildred and Marguerite Mrs. Frank Holcomb, there.
ans. their families and guests at
Also Beneficial to Man
As a special added treat to the
. to vote.
employment with the Plymouth of Paducah - end Mrs. C. H. Moore
the anneal American Legion picnic
Nearly
all
the
owls
are
voracious
Varsity
Theatre
Max West., Detroit, enroute to Meter Company.
program- --SundaY
held at their home on West Main
were luncheon guests of. Mrs.
UTTERBACK SCHOOL
visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs. OsMr. and Mrs. Luck Burt have Mayme Randolph and daughter and Monday, the New Meech of killers and eaters, but for the most
Street last Thursday evening at
Time presents -The Movies March part their hunting Is beneficial to
wfoli West in- Donna. Tex.: stopped returned to their home in Hender- Elizabeth. last Wednesday.
We wish to express our thanks
6:30.
Honor Roll
IS Lynn „Grove for a visit with son after spending a few days
Bunny Holland a Omaha. Neb., On," the stirring story of the mov- man, according to one, authority. to our friends and neighbors fur
A. bountiful "lents supper we.;
First grade: Ruth Ray Rowland:
his grandmother, Mrs. A. K. Crew - at the bedside of Frank Rogers, son of Guy Holland is eleiting In ies yesterday. toclay anti ternorroset Their prey consists -largely of TniCe. theirealtindness and untiring 'Serserved to all; and approximetelySecond grade: Eddie Riley.
return to 'her father.
turd: His mother
March''of Time recaptures the past and rabbits, and only occasionally vices during the. illness .and death
They will return the home of Mrs. Mayme
Fourth grade: Billie McReynolds. 100 veterans were, represented. No
Lynn Grove with him ,as he goes_ here Friday to spend the week- dolph on Poplar Street. He ia -a 40 glorious years on the screen— do they pounce upon a beneficial of our brother, ,.W. .N. Taylor.
epeeches were made but a big
Eighth grade: H. W. Wilson.
beck to Detroit and will spend a end. Mr. Burt is a foreman in the student in the University
of Ne- its heroes and heroines live again! bird or visit a poultry yard. But Especially do we wish to thank
present.
few days with her mother.
It's great entertainment, according *e economic status of some species, Drs. E. W. and Joseph Miller. • Names of pupils making only time was enjoyed by- all •
National Park Service, located at braska at Lincoln.
commander,
Hurt,
Alice
Orlan
Tolley,
post
"C"
are
Bryan
one
•
B. R. Winchester began a pro- Audubon State Park, near Hento
'Prank
Lancaster,
manager.
Mr. and Mrs: William Lennox
notably the extremely ferocious Mrs. Late- Linville,. Bro. Charlie
tracted meeting Sunday at the deraun
Assfetent Attorney General and great horned owl, depends largely Sweatt, the undertakers, 'and all Hope Futrell, Joe Watkins, Robbie expressed his thanks on behalf
spent Friday in Paducah on busiCrouse, Edward McMillen and of the Legion for the courtesy of
Salem Baptist church in Lynn
_Mrs. Guy- 41. Herdman. Frankfort,
C. B. Fulton left Monday evening ness.
en the kind of food available for it. for the beautiful floral offerings, Clara Evelyn Poynee
Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Hutson for opening
for a 10-day or two weeks' trip
cards and words of sympathy.
Miss Hazel Sammons has 'ac- are spending, several days with
of
some
species
Once
mated,
owls,
Mrs. F. E. Crawford and sons, through the west, where he will cepted a
their home for the picnic and to
Again we thane you all.—Mrs. J.
teaching position at the their daughter, Mrs. Charles M.
at least, make devoted panthers E. Buchanan, Mrs. A. W. Sim_
Pat and Phil, left Tuesday for visit the . foHoweig places: St. Hubbard
all those who assisted with the
School in Lyon county. Stewart and Mr. Stewart at their
Camden; Ark., where they will Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Waterwith a remarkable attachment to mons. Mrs. G. E Linville.
Murray, The Birthmlace of Radio picnic in 'every way.
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes is visit- home on Poplar street.
Lieut. Andrew Hayes, former home nests, usually appropriated
town, S. D.. Yellowstone National ing in Texas.
Park, Salt Lake Cite. Wells, Nev.,
Miss Naomi Maple is a patient commandant of the -local CCC from some other birds, to which
camp haseeittepted a position with they return year after year.
and Denver. Coke When he re- in the Clinic Hospital.
turns he will have been in every
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Caplinger Sears Roebuck & Company and
The owl is no builder. It is saesstaW in lete_etri,em except three in havisegotte to Mannesetaeler ea visit has been assigned to _their.__P_enei
-lied' with- al,,,ust any sort of a nest
the northeast corner of the United of several- weeks.
sacola, Fla., store.
States.
Mr. and Mrs. five Brewer and large enough to hold its eggs and
Mr. and Mrs. LaVerne Wallis
young. In its home life it is far
The Police Siren means "Look-out!"
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farmer left last Sunday morning
for a son. Gene, North Tenth street, had flem being a cleanly bird. A curiAnd so do Nature's signals—head- and daughters, Mary Nee and vacation trip to points in
as their guests Sunday Mr. and
Florida,
Mrs. Millard JohnSon, of Craw- ees habit of some species is to have
; biliousness, bad breath, which- Phyllis. and C. B. Fulton spent They will return next Monday.
a feeding nest or perch entirely relirte
rr
i often symptoms of constipation. Sunday at Reelfoot Lake, celeMr. and Mrs. J. D. Sexton and ford's Store in Graves county; Mr.
moved from the home nest, to which
50t11 :birth- daughters, Jane,
brating _
Ruth and Frances, and Mrs. J. I. Brewer and Miss
_
neglset,_,,yrinr aluggish_howelit, day. •
were "Meets of Mr. and Mrs. S, P. lerurte -Brewer,- Mayfield; Mr. and they carry all -their prey.
for a host of epostipation's other
Mrs. C. A. Bishop has returned Street of Cadiz
Mts.
Clay
Sfeeier, Penny. Mr. and
Some species of owls are bold.
Sunday. Miss Jane
discomforts mass Nesult: such as, from a visit to Sacramento,- CalSexton remained to spend a week Mrs. Truman Smilith, their son-in- even to the point of stupidity, espesour stomach, loss` • appetite or houn. and Owensboro.
law
and
-daughter,
Murray,and
with Miss Dorothy Street.
cially in the defense
their nests.
energy, mental
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Frost and
The Rev. H. M. Forgy left Sun- Charles Downey.
They often attack herban beings.
by the Vote of Public Opinion every year for over 25 years on a platform of
L. S. Farre has gone to Chicago
Help your lazy ba_wels with spicy, son. Louisville, are visiting Mrs. day afternoon for Ft. Collins, Colo.
The appetites of most owls are
Building Quality Homes and remodeling old ones. The Primary is over—now
all vegetable BLACK-DRAUGHT. Frost's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. His wife and daughter, Patty Joe, to spend 10 days with B. T. Bradalmost unbelievable. They will conBishop this week.
it's time to get down to real serious thinking, and cast a vote for your family
will return here with him Satur- ley and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Acts gently, promptly, thoroughly,
Miss - Jane Coil, Bardwell, has
tinue to devour mice as often as
Herman Wolf of Elgin, Ill.
day
to
make
by building them a new home or remodeling your present one.4
their
home
in
directions.
Murby simple
returned to her home after spendthey
can
catch
them,
and
the
young,
ray. e
BLACK-DRAUGHT'S Principal in- ing several days here this week
almost from the time they are
Mrs. B. T. Chamblin, Memphis.
gredient is an "intestinal tonic- and last with her aunt, Mrs. Carhatched, require an enormous
laxative." It helps impart tone to roll Hubbard, on South Tenth was a visitor of Misses Voline and
amount of fresh meat.
To
the
Wm.
Mason
Memorial
this
"week.
Clotile Poole
lazy bowel muscles. Next time, Street.
Dr. and Mrs. T. V. Herndon and Hospital staff, doctors, nurses, and
Mrs. „Rudolph Futrell and son,
try this time-tested productl
all I wish to thank you for your
Nature's Smart Alecks
dear kindness shown to me durNature has provided the southern
ing my appendicitis operation and
stay there. I else thank all who Mexican locuyo, or cochuyo, with
brought or sent flowers. as well as headlights in its back. These are
those who sent cards.
two greenish eyes which emit a
I want all of those who visited double beam of light for several
me during myestay there to kn.ow yards. It is possible to read a newshew much I „appreciated their
sympatley and interest. They were paper by them on a really bright
Mrs. Estell Knight arid daughter. 'night, and if you put a locayo in a
Sylvia 'Jean, Mr. and Mrs. Debert thick envelope in a dark toom, you
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Edmon will see the envelope glow so brilKimbro and daughters, Patricia liantly that you can even read by
and Charlotte, Mrs. Belle Geurin, that,. says London Tit-Bits magaMr. and Mrs. Stockley Stewart, ene. Everybody knows about the
Mrs. Polly Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. .camees hump and that the damel
Otis Steele, Mr. and Mrs. Ruble calls on it for sustenance when necThurman and daughters, Martha essary. But few realize that the
Mae and Edna Belle, Mrs. Rose
alligator's tail serves a similar purPatterson, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
pose. It is a solid roll of fat, and
Willoughby, Miss Audie Folwell,
Mrs. Burtis Edwards, John ThomP- when food is short the alligator
son, Cliff Thompson, Mrs. Estelle need not worry; he can live on the
Stalls, Rex Tabors. Mrs. Ora King. fat of his tail for quite a long time.
Mrs. Beatrice Geurin, Mrs. Dole
Belle Salyers and daughters. Joyce
and Cora Belle, Mrs. Utilise Me-tScandinavia Baltic Countries'
een. Mrs Autrey Carroll. WS.
Two distinct geographical meanAda Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Lamon ings are attached to Seandinaeia.
Thompson and daughter. Macy. In one sense Scandinavia refers to
Mrs. Florine Rowlett. the Rev. L. the peninsula in northern Europe
D. Wilson, Mrs. Beulah Fielder.
Sweden,
Otis Eldridge. Mr. and Mrs. Will. comprised of Norway and
man Kimbrce Mrs: Emma Kimbro, but not Denmark and Finland. The
Mrs. Elizabeth Oliver. Lee Warren mien is also applied to the countries
Fee. Jeff Burton. Mrs. Myrtle where the Scandinavian languages
Steele. Mr. and Mrs. Boss Lacex. prevail—Sweden, Norway and DenMax Churchill, Mrs. Verbie Pitt- mark, and the adjatent islands, income
town
visit
to
next
times.
On
Your
We have a complete Stock of both. kinds at-all
man, Mr. and Mrs. Rammie Par- cluding Iceland. Finland is somethan
ker. Misses Enple Edwards, Sue times grouped with the Scandinaviin and get our new low prices, and see for yourself why we sell more tires
Coleman, Lena Mae Boyd, Abbie an countries because of Scandinaanyone in town, here are a few of the reasons:
Lee Tabors. Lovelle Willoughby, via's marked cultural -influence on
Modene Elkins, Edith Thompson, the Finns which has existed for
are
anil
-air
free
new
have
tires.
Me'
mount
your
tires.
We
Vallie
Rushing. Mary
old
your
Rushing. about eight centuries.
fqr
We pay more
Although
Rowlett, Nerene Fielder, Moglad at all times tiO air your tires. We give you a 12 months guarantee against all Edna
there are many Scandinavians in
vie
Steele,
Mary
Julia
Boyd.
Fay
road hazards. We make our own adjustments the moment the tire is presented.
Outland, Louise
Byrd, Denoia Finland, Finnish itself is not a ScanInstead of paying rent to someone else, why not pay it to yourself—and enjoy •
oz) language; it differs greatRodg'ers, and Vivian Rodgers: Mutt
On'that group of tongues.
Phillips, Buck Huey'. Flanoia Outequipbest
we
are
prove
to
you
that
all the benefits of home ownership 'as well? It would.cost you no more than
come
in,
and
let
us
tire
a
need
you
time
neKt,The
.,
lend. Cecil- Fitts, Huddle McNutt.
the rent, you are - now paying tobuild yourself a home of your own, remodel
'led to serve you.
Maaon Thomas, John Tom Elkins. Earl Steele, Alton Rumfelt.
Europe's Longest Gothic Church
yourold one, or buy an old home and remodel it to suit yoni needs. You eau
Raymond Tidwell,
Billie Cook,
Winchester was the capital of
or remodel
build yourself a new home under FHA and have 20 years to
Freemon Sheckles, Leroy Eldridge. Wessex, one of the Saxon kingdoms
Mason Canady, John Ralph- Bur- 'of Englahd ePeahich became.' the'
your home and have three years to pay. So. don't delay longer—get startgd
ton, John Frank Taylor, Elmo
and be in a, good modern home of your own this winter.
nucleus of the kingdom of England.
Boyd, Bobbie telwards. and Gayplace of residence and
the
was
It
Ion Elkins.
Eaelish kings
Southeast Corner College
May God forever bless you all. coronation of early
Information Without Obligation—Phone 262
East Main Street
and the 'seat of early nglish par—Miss Eva Mae Kimbro
Phone
9117
'
Phone 208
liaments. The cathedral at Win4
chester, one of the major cathedrals
of the world, is tbe last survivor of
ell this greatness. It is the longest
Gothid church:' In- Europe. Among
the eotables buried there are Jane
Austenaand Izaok Walt-on.
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If you rent it,
it's only a house

TIRES! TIRES!

If you own it,
it'i a HOME!
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The Super Service Station Is Headquarters For
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We Build or Remodel Homes tp Suit
Every Budget and Need!
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Whiteway Service Station'

"Super-Service Station
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Not Everybody' in
Calloway county sub,
scribes to the Laker
- ly
& Times but near
everybody reads it!

MURRAY LUMBER CO.

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
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PAGE SIX
on the race
Johnson's statement said:
':To be chosen the 'nominee of
the Democratic party as its cane
Continued- from Page 1)
dictate for Governor is indeed a
distinct honor and constitutts a refgr Todd and 29.103 .for Turner.
"Orit-state" -precincts, had given sponsib:lity which I accept in a
joyful, yet
and
Turner a slight majority, but as moet grateful
the slow Jeffereun county I Louts- humble. manner. To all who have
Todd" so urtselfishly and energetically
progressed.
count
vine
forged to the front. Todd had participated in making this victory
been slated by Swope stipportere, possible, I am indeed most grateful.
Rodes K. Myers of Bowling
71. Welcomes Opponents
Green." a state representative. ap"Throughout the campa:gn I enparently was tn as the Democrat)C candidate for' lieutenant gover- •deavored to promote harmony and
good will among all Democrats.
nor.
Johnson's statement of accept- and now that I am the chosen
party for Goverance was issued after Secretary of nominee of our
purpose
State Charles D Arnett of Louis- nor. q shall be my first
ville, who ran third in the guber- to extend the tkarty .hand of welreasons of
natorial race, had telegraphed,con- come to those who, for
constigratelations from Frenkfoet. Ar- their own, exerciArd their
tutional right in casting their votes
"S
nett's telegram said:
for one of my opponents.
Arnett Paters Aid-`,
"With A heart full of thanks to
extend to you my hearly core
?rani-tate:ins- on. your nomination all, and with neither malice nor
for Governer of Kentucky and ill will tei any-in a spirit' of appledge to you and th -Dernocratic preciation and good will to all, I
party my full support. in the inter- accept the great honor of carrying the standard for the Demoest of all nominees.".
Brown has made no *tatement cratic party as its candidate for

RODES MYERS

Murray Food Mk't.
9th Anniversary Sale
Folks: we are just wanting to thank each of
you, and to show our appreciation we are trying
to place a few items of interest at low prices for
you in celebrating our 9th Anniversary Sale. Re;
member: we are a home owned, home opepted
store--holding for the things to' help makrour...4
the best community and town in "Good Ole'-Ky."
Our sale will be only this week. We will have fa-.,
vors for the grown ups as Well as the children.
Come ip NW see us.

•

1

46c.
SUGAR, 10 lbs. fine granulated
$4.70
SUGAR, Pure Cane, 100 lbs.
12c
CRACKERS, 2 lb. box
23c
PEANUT BUTTER, qt.
25c COFFEE, Canova, lb.
10c
_COFFEE, we _vied, _lb.
PET MILK,3 large or esmall cans .. ... • , 23c
10c
CHERRIES, sour pitted, per can
Sc
JELLO, all flavors, box .
. lb. bag
10c
MEAL, 10 lb. bag, 18c, 5
23c
SALAD DRESSING, qt.
50c
SYRUP, Several Kinds, gallon
59c
FLOUR, Lynn Grove Best
...
70c
FLOUR, Freeburg's Best
23c
BROOMS or MOPS, each.
98c
FRUIT JARS, half gallons
69c
FRUIT JARS, quarts
19c
JAR TOPS, Ball Mason, dozen
10e
JAR RINGS,•3 dozen
Sc.
FRUIT ACID; per box
25c
CERTO, per bottle ..
15c
VINEGAR, bring your jug, gallon
10c
MATCHES, SALT or SODA, 3 boxes
SEE US FOR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
49e
2 Large CHIPS°, 1 Metal Baske.U_....
:
15c
2 P&G SOAP, 1 box OXYDOL all for
25c
MACKEREL, 3 cans
15c
CORN or TOMATOES, 2 cans'
Ask for Coupons on every purchase, for each certain amount of coupons saved you will'receive absolutely free a unit of nice dishes. See our window
-ask us to explain to you our give away plan.

Meat Department
World Fair Skinless Franks and Weiners, lb.
4 lb. Carton PURE LARD
Fresh Pork LIVER, lb.
SPRING LAMB, lb.
10c and
MUTTON, lb.
SAUSAGE, lb.
1 lb. box BACON, all brands
SLICED BACON, no rind, no waste, lb.
Armour's Cloverbloom CHEESE, lb.
BOLOGNA, 2 lbs.
PORK CHOPS and STEAK, 2 lbs.
K.C. STEAK, all cuts, lb.
-Nice Fresh VEAL CHOPS,2 lbs.
OLEO, 2 lbs.

23c
30c
10c
15c
12c
10c
25c
20c
22c
25c
35c
25c
35c
23c

All Kinds of Cold Sandwich Meats

Paying 17c for Eggs
PROMPT DELIVERY

PHONE 12

Governor, *ith assurance that ours'
election, beating State Senator Tom resentative, with 3,912 votes. Norshall be a great victory in NoTurner, of Murray, for the State man Davis polled 9,512 for the ofvember."
Senate in the third senatorial dis- fice; Aubrey Hester 929; Ed C.
Rudes Myers, state representative
trict, complete returns from the Orr 515; and R. M. Erlwards 718.
(Continued from Page 1)
Republican Vote Is Light
from Bowling Green. continued
district revealed.
Phillips won by a margin of
ahead in the three-way Democratic
In the Republican vote in Callieutenant governorship race.
3.368 votes over Turner. He poll- loway. King Swope was given reviewed the years that had InWith 2.929 precincts tabulated.
ed a total of 7,075 votes, to 3,707 105 votes to John Sherman Coop- tervened.
They were both 14 when they
for Turner. and 1,818 for Joe L. er's 68 in their race with G. Tom
Myers had 72.239 votes to 58,488
goodbye to each other in a
Wall, of Eddyville.
for R. M. Bagby of Grgyson and
Hawkins and L. 0. Smith for the said
Arkansas village back in
The vote by counties:
48,48.827 for' Hecht S. Lackey of
Republican nomination for Gover- small
Mrs. Outland was Eunice
Phillips Wall Turner nor. Hawkins received six votes 1915.
Paducah.
,65 154 65 320 116[720
F. H. Graham
555 and Smith I. Swope received the Bramlet then and Mrs. Calvert
1497
225
Continuing a day-long trend. Robert S. Jones
63.169 74 352130;788 Caldwell _
Calloway __ 2775
933
1858 largest vote otier the state, a mar- was Ella Fairbairn, Eunice Caine
James Turner of Paintsville re65 162,71 362 126,786 Lyon
to Murray, eventually becoming
1201
505
413 gin 'of some 37,000 votes.
mained only slightly ahead of John M. Rowlett
wife of 01u.s Outland, and El76 173,85 373 131,838 Trigg -------1602
155
883
Jouett
Russ
Todd Of
Harrods W. T. Sledd, Jr.
In the Republican race for Lieu- the
years went: to
after a few
Creek in the Republican lieuten- Elmus Beale
70 137 79 293 101[680
tenant-Governor, W. E. Porter, la
Shreveport. La., where she marKing
ant governorship contest. In 2.852 Jeff B. Farris
Is"Reelected
received
49
votes
to
Hopkinsville,
40 132 60,298 110 640
her present husband.
precincts the vote was: Turner,
this county. Stanley Maas ried
51 84 66 172 5O423 John T. King, of Cadiz, was re- lead
The Calverts have two children,
T
21.749; Todd. 21.075; W. E. Porter Freeman Fitts
elected Commonwealth's Attorney polld 16 votes, James R. Shaw 14, Jim Roy 12, and Nan Elizabeth,
Bunnie Farris .............. 44 56 51 169 46.356 for the Third Judicial District, Jouett Ross Todd 29, and Jaides
of Hopkinsville. 10.493,
State Auditor Ernest E. Shan- J. M. Linn
25 7232163 43 335 complete returns from the four Warden Turner 29. Victor I. 10.
non of Louisa was nearly 20.000 Hafford Parker
41 -113 63 217 65 49;1 counties of the district revealed: Cartwright received 65 votes for
votes ahead in, the Democratic conKing pulled to a margin of.622 secretary of state to lead the field
IN MEMORY
test for state -treasurer, on reports
over Hall Hood, of Murray, as re- In this 'county. Roscoe eonkling
from 2,998 precincts. The vote:
turns ,from Trigg county, last to Douglas garnered 18 votes and
In toying memory of my dear
Shannon. 56.523; Rusbell Frybe tabulated, came in. In the dis- Charles F. Trivett gained 30.
man of Dayton. 37,622: Edward
Republican candidates for attor- uncle, Ray Clark, who passed
trict, King polled 8.275 votes to 7,Dishman of Barbourville, 27,109.
ney general, Chester 0. Carrier away one year ago Augtrst 8. 1939.
653 fur Hood.
tContinued from Page 11
Uncle Ray was a kind and lovThe Republican vote for treasThe vote by counties, in this race and Kenneth H. Tuggle, both reurer in 2.748 precincts: John S. Peceived 59 votes in this county. ing man. He was loved by all
Thurman Scores on Wild Throw nomination for lieutenant-gover- was:
who knew him.-Eva- Mae Kimbro
tot of Louisville, 30.852; H. C. FitzKing
Hood Thomas J. Nicely gained the edge
to Second in Last Half of
nor. Lackey poffed 28,790 votes
patrick of Prestonsburg, 19.045.
CallowaY
2134
3477 on Waldo F. Fultz here in the
'Tenth Inning
and Myers 8,052,
2720
2065 Republican race for auditor of
Robert E. Webb. of Mayfield, re- Christian
Miss Adams In Front
10;
1143
1171 public accounts by a cciunt of F. Creech 12: Albert E. Neu
It took Pine Bluff 10 thrilling in. ceived 28.14.1 votes in the district, Lyon
Miss Ora L. Adams of Harrodsand H. Speed Tye 9. Alexander
Trigg
2278
940 63-48.
burg. Democrat and Charles Trivett nings to nose out a stubborn Cher- while his opponent fur the nomiRepublican
- pie
H. D. Fitzpatrick and John S. lives in Cadiz. In .
of Virgie. Republican, remained far ry Corner team 1-0 Sunday after- nation for Railroad Commissioner,
of
Petut, candidates fur State treas- race for nomination for clerk
park, The A. A. Nelson, of Benton. polled
Will Demand teeount
in the lead in the secretary of noon at the Pine Bluff
Gypsie W.
appeals,
of
court
the
urer, gained 49 and 57 votes regame was originally scheduled for 11.28j.
state contests.
MAYFIELD, Ky,
, Aug. 10-Acres
spectively; while Van B. Alexan- Corbin gained a 83 to 52 vote over
7 innings in order to -make sway
In the Democratic race. where
Miss Frank Reid, of Hickman, Austin came from behind in the der gained a vote of 87 here for B., Lee Stewart
for a double-header, but fans saw
11 candidates went to the post,
candidate for, secretary of state, counting" of Deal precinct votes in Republican Commissioner of
A complete taut:nation of elecfile innings of scoreless ball.
AgMiss Adams had 38.694 votes in
carried the district with a total Graves county's race foe circuit
Thesgame seemed destined to go vote of 8,394. Next to her was court clerk, to win over Lewis riculture as his opponents re- tion results iDemocraticlsmay be
2.955 precincts to the following
ceived votes as follows: Millard found elsewhere in this paper.
for
other
leading
contenders: on ind,efinitely until the last of Miss bra Adams, of Harrodsburg. Anderson by 11 votes. Anderson,
the incumbent, said he will ask a
George Hatcher of Ashland, 29,153; the tenth frame when Orville who received 8.123.
A. Sfewart Cole of Campbelliville, Thurman. Blutiman. attempted to
Jullge King Swope of Lexing- re-count.
23.475; Robert J. Breckinridge of steal second. The Cherry catcher ton held a majority of 1.580 in
There was no suggestion by
sack
wild
to
the
number
2
threw
We Pay Highest Market
the First District, with all pre= Anderson of any irregularity in
Lexington. 20.649: Guy Shearer of
Thurman
scored
as
the
ball
and
enacts counted. He led John g. the count. He inferred that in
Prices For
Louisville. 19.320. re
centerfield.
Cooper in the Republican guber- so close a race, in which nearly,
Trivett had 29,119 votes in 2.- went into
Batteries for the games were. natorial nomination contest 4,433 11,000 votes were cast,
POULTRY,
840 precincts in the Republican
EGGS,
it is possrace. Victor Cartwright of- Louis- for Pine Bluff: Kingins and Lions: to 2.853.
ible that a slight mistake might
CREAM
and
ville "held second place with 14.- for Cherry. Willoughby and Willchange the outcome.
777. and Roscoe C. Douglas of iams. Pine Bluff was held to 4
Highest
Market
Prices
Paid
Anderson
had
led
in
tabuthe
Vote By Counties
hits and Cherry onjy touched
Saxten had 12.650.
lations up to early tuesday afterFirst District
For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
Hubert Meredith of Greenville, Kingins for 1 infield hit. Kingins County
Brown
John. noon. With 53 precincts complete,
and
Willoilghout
11
men
struck
slate attorney general. was runthe vote stood: Austin' 3,790; AnBallard
e
2,030
1.451
We Sell All Kinds of Feed
ning away from the field in his by 8. Willoughby walked 1 and Crittenden
991 derson 3.779, A. J. Luther, Jr., 1,805
King-ins gave no charity passes.
race for renomination.
Marshall
1,803
1,482 864; Rebecca Ray Jones 1,430. ,
Phone 441-13th and W. Main
East Maple (Depot) St.
Returns from 2.870 precincts gave , The second game of the double- Fulton
Wayne H. Freeman of northern
1,618
1.483
Meredith a majority of more than header with Cherry was called Christian
Graves
county
won
the
Demo2,661
3.629
73.000. The vote: Meredith. 118.- at the end of the fifth with the Hickman
1.766
1,389 cratic nomination for State RepCurry and
243: Murray Brown of London, score standing 0-0.
Livingston
• 1,018
1.246
for
battery
formed
the
44.828: J. R. White of Glasgow. Kingins
1,558
1.170
Carlisle
Pine Bluff and Stice and Trimble
24.443.
Calloway
3.069
3-129
Kenneth Tuggle or Barbourville were used by ,Cherry.
1,433
1.408
Lyon
maintained his early lead over
At the end of five innings, each Caldwell
1.286
1,659
Chester Carrier of Leitcheield for team had -collected 2 hits. Stier.. Trigg
2,349
1,100
the Republican nomination for at- had 'struc'k out 7 and Curry had Graves
5,015
8,406
torney general, with 2.775 pre- disappointed 5, Stace issued 1 walk McCracken
. 4,773
4.426
cincts tabulated. The vote: Tug- and Curry let 2 go to first.
gle. 33.839: Carrier, 25.839.
The 10-inning affair was a Jack- TOTALS
31.307 30,025
son Purchase League game and the
Phillips Beats Turner
O'Connell Leading
Bluff victory kept the EldridgeV. A "Bill"- Phillips, of PrinceCharles K. O'Connell continued men tied for first place.
ton, avsiaged a defeat of tour
holding a comfortable margin iti -- Pine Bluff will-meet Pryorshurg years ago in Saturday's primary
the Democratic contest fur clerk Sunday at 'the Bluff in a league
of the Court of Appeals. Tabula- game.
20 oz. Twisted
Clock
24 oz. Sandwich or
tion in-2.971 precincts gave the
Loaves 1 CC 12 oz. c
16 oz. Vienna
24 oz. Homestyle
present clerk 82.832 votes to 45,CJ
740 for Garnett Dean of HarrodsLoaf I/
17 oz. Rye
3 Loaves
24-Phones-25
burg and 33.544 for Robert C.
Nice Florida Grapefruit. 6 for 2.5e
Lbs.
-*Ford. Jr.. of Louisville. ,
Bag
Pure Cane;215 lb.
$1.25 Granulated
R. Lee Stewart of Morehead led
We, were sorry to hear of the 46 Os can Brace's Grapefruit
i0
GAR
27.814 to 22172, over Gypsie Corr' death of "Aunt Julia- Dick who
15c
J -uice
bin of Ashland on returns frten Mitised away Friday
Our syort99c
4 Tall or
Krogoea 4 Tall or
c
Pot or
2.854 precincts in the Republican pathy is extended the bereaved Fancy Blend of Pure Cbffees
Lg.
Cans
small
cans
8
Small
Carnation
8
C.
Club
clerkship contest
White House. lb.
family.
Mrs Joe Buchanan spent from Extra Fancy Blend OK Coffee.
David A. Logan of Brownsville
tlight 3halbg.
uabeic1 lb.n25c lbFrIe9
ise
nech 3 ;
S.po
vCa
.cCIP
lb 5Sclb
had a Maegin of more than 71:000 Monday until Tuesday night wi
Pound _ _ _ _
FFEE
votes in the Democratic stateaudi- 14./..,ana-1911s.
2 lb. box Crackers
12c
tor race. `In 2.933 precincts Logan
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Morris left
Pillsbury Best, Gold Medal,
pulled 96.810 votes to 25.568 by Sunday for their home in Detroit. 2 lb. Qt. JIL1 Peanut Batter ___ 23c
AVONDA
2L
Nice Square Fruit Jar* ,Quarik
Best 7C
4ElbOr
. s:B_OKA 45c
L
2y
4oinb's Be
Csa
lucbk
,Joseph G Thorribury of LouisA series sif meetings held by
ville and 20.887 by -14. S. Collier Bro T. C. Wrilcox came to a close
Atlas, doz.
115e
sack
24 C
K
lbr.°ger's
of Taylorsville.
night at
Green Plains
Sunday
Ball, qts.. dos
Thomas J Niceley of Mt. Vernon Church of Christ.
65c
Gal. Bee Sweet Syrup
Packer's Label WHOLE
Honey Macaroon
nearly doubled the vote of Waldo
Bro. G. B. Arteburn also closed
1-2 Gallon
35c
Fultz Of Olive Hill in the contest a meeting at Locust Grove Bapfor the Republican nomination for tist Church last week.
50c
Gallon Silver Sweet
auditor. Niceley had 32,643 and
Mrs. Joe Buchanan and Mrs 8 lb. bucket Pure Lard
70^
Fultz 17.881 in 2,799 precincts.
Mabel Stom canned tomatoes Mon-,
60c
Kroger's C. Club
In the Democratic vcte for com- day afternoon for Mrs Bees Lin- 8 lbs. Bulk Lard
SALAD DRESSING 8 oz. jar
missioner of agriculture, William vale who is still in bed suffering Gallon can Cherries
May of Presesnsburg led Horace with colitis.
40c
3 lbs., qt. Jar Finest Honey
or SANDWICH SPREAD 16 oz. jar
Kroger's C. Club PORK &
Cleveland of Franklinton. manMr and Mrs. Darrel Wilson and Sun Ripened (.uban Pineapple
ager of the Kentucky state fair, Bobby spent Saturday night and
cans
nrs 25c
cao
5-13
6-2o:.oz.
Embassy Brand PEANUT
Cheaper 'than Hawaiian.
00.840 to 42,190 in 2,922 precincts. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
10c,
30
oz.
can
20e
11
or.
can
Other
votes. Harry
Fielder ,of Wilson and Dean.
Lb." jar
Frankfort.
19,634.,
Robert
D.
Mr. and - Mrs. Lige Linville and Paul Schultz's Butter_Cookies,
C. Club, 2 lb. box 23c
SODA
Thornbury of Louisville, 19.648.
children. Frances and Ralph, visit13c
was 15e, this week
lb.
Van B. Alexander of Cadiz led ed in the home of Mr. and . Mrs.
Wesco Brand Special Blend
15c
2
k4Dx
with 20.499 votes in' 2.892 pre- Warrick, Wilson of Blood --River 1 lb. Vanilla Wafers
Want to trade a nice side Lean
cincts counted in the Republican Sunday afternoon.
•
agricultural commissioner, race. H.
Carton
Bacon for nice Brown Country
Mr. and Mrs. A. We Simmons,
L1FEBUOY
Speed Tye of Eminence had 13.144 Mr. and Mrs. Luther Freeland
Bacon. Bars
and Millard F. Creech of La- and -Else-in spent Sunday with
1 lb.
15c
Sell Fresh Eggs
Grange, 13.118.
Mrs.,. Don Nix.-PoopMr. and
3 can
lb.
can
Pay in Trade for Eggs 15c
Deck Pappy
Ferry Announces Subject
Pen Rad Pure Penna MOTOR

3

Bluff Tops Cherry
In 10-Inning Game
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THE COMPLETE ,FOOD MARKET

Swann's Grocery

2

25c

BREAD
SU
MILK
CO

Murray Route V

of
sai
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mi
lit

46c

25

39c

65c

FLOUR

C,
Ut
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fe•
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ohre,
to

LAYER CAKE 29E7ch 35c APRICOTS 2 Cans 27c
WHEATIES BOX 10c
10c
BEANS
23c
BUTTER 2
12c

CRACKERS
SOAP

The Rev. Howell Forgy. Presbyterian pastor, will preach on the
subject. "The Tapestry of Life." at
the Sunday morning service to be
conducted at the home of Mr. and
Mrs B. F, Scherffius on North
16-r street at 10:45.

FOOD MARKET _
The Best of Meats Always

Lard-,Krey's Pure, 4 lb. carton . . . 33-c
Lipton's Tea,1-4 lb. and tea glass 23c
23c
OLEO, Gem Nut, 2 lbs..
31c
Salad Dressing, Topmost, qt.
C&B Date Nut Bread, 3 flavors, can 15c'
31c
'Tuna Fish, white meat, 2 cans
25c
Heinz Baked Beans, 3 cans
25c
Light Bulbs, 40 watt, 3 for
38c
Large Dish Pans
15c
2 P&G Soap and one Oxydcd
23c
Toilet Tissue, 6 for
23c
Brooms, 5 tie, painted handle
Waste Paper Basket Free with 2
49c
Large Chipso •
23c
Bacon, fine flavor, lb.

•

BREAD

Because it is unexcelled in Taste. Purity,
Texture and Energy. Contains all the enbread yet does net
ergy of is hole is
have, the bran color. Try this companion
7
loot to Aunt Betty Bread.

ogOcu

Baked by the
MURRAY BAKING CO.

17`' P'NUT BUTTER lb. 1Oc
PORK STEAK
Golden Yelllow
2 Dozen
BANANAS
25c
POTATOES Peck 23c ONIONS 10 Lb. Bag 25`
5 DOZEN SIZE
Each
5c
HEAD LETTUCE
Our Produce Dept. For All Seasonable Items--Cauliflower, Green Beans,
Green Onions, Radishes, Peas, Carrots, Broccoli, Celery, New Sweet...Potatoes,
Grapes, Limes, etc.

See
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23`
18c
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17c SPRY
49c
SOAP 3 Bars ... 17c
99c PALMOLIVE
CRYSTAL WHITE SOAP 7 Bars 25c

3

9c

Will Pay 17c in Trade for Eggs
PROMPT DELIVERY

ICED TEA "lb.

- Ye

Gal Can
01L Plus2 Tax
Sc Can
ECONOMY CUTS
Pound
BEEF ROAST
POUND
PICNIC HAMS
W_Yole or Half Slab
Pound
Hickory Smoked BACON
3 POUNDS Bulk 21c
LARD 50 lb. Net $3.49
Ground MEAT
Pork Added
FRANKS Pound 15c Fresh
ohAF
Pound 14c
LARGE
Pound
Whole or Half 1 6I/2e
121
/
2c
Slab
Lb.
1 Dozen PAN ROLLS and
Not Jowls
1 Lb. Sliced BACON Both for 25c
gI RIDELMEAT Pound

TOLLEY & CARSON

•

Arr. ...4111161erra•

la

- MURRAY
PRODUCE CO
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By Oielrote

GIRLHOOD CHUMS

City of Murray Tabulation for Councilmen

re_

4016
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SECTION TWO
Four Pages

THE LEDGER & TIME

$1.
()(1 a year In Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere, In
a State of Kentucky.,
31.50
the
to any address
$2.00littler
a year_than
aboVe.
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Rotation is Recommended by
Technicians of Murray CCC Camp

•

A rotation of corn or other
row crops. .followed by a small
grain and two or more years of
meadow is recommended by technicians of the Murray CCC Camp.
Many farmers of Calloway county are following thei rotation for
several reasons„ aceordint to Wallace G. Smith. camp superintendent.
"In the first place," Smith said,
"this rotation will increase crop
yields, and it greatly reduces erosion losses because the land isn't
plowed as often as in other rotations."
Less labor is required to follow
this rotation, soil conservationists
maintain. They also point out that
the rotation improves the physical
properties of the soil—water penetrates better and more of it is held
in the soil fur the use of crops
during. dry periods.
The type of meadow recommended in the 'rotation, according
to Mr. Smith, is a mixture of legumes and grasses.
Liming, he
emphasizes, is necessary to establish such a meadow.
This meadow, soil conservationists claim, produces high quality
feed, controls erosion, and provides excellent supplementary pasture during dry 'menthe after nne
hay crop has been cute

J. Travis Attends
Tuners Convention
In Cleveland, Ohio
John Travis, former student of
Murray_ State' College and a 'graduate of that institution, will return
to Russellville this week from
-Cleveland where he attended a
3-days' study at a convention of
the National - Association of Piano
Tuners, Inc.. which met Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday. Travis
is a registered member of the
corportition.
He attended technical classes
sponsored by Granville; Ward of
Steinway and Sons, and a study of
action regulations and voicing conducted by the Baldwin Piano
Company.
In order to becomesses member
of the tuners'. organization. Travis
said, a tuner must have had at
least five years experience and
must pass an exacting technical
examination conducted by the Association board of directors and
must attend the annual convention.
Travis is supervisor of music in
the city school at Russellville.
unemployment -usg
es-Cost

Is

-

Termed

LOW

FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. 10—
Cost of administering. Kentucky's
Unemployment thp
cssm
epensation Law
Is lower than,
of all but a
few similar state agencies throughout the native and compares favorably with that of any other
state, V. E. Barnes. executive director of the 'Commission, declared
today.
.."For the first six months of the
,'year 1937, the administrative cost
as compared to total collections,
amounted to only .9 per cent,"
Barnes said. "For the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1938, the administrative cost was only 3.5 per cent,
• and despite the /act that the Commission began on January 1, the
----- —payment of be4fits to unemployed workers
ich necessitated
doubling the size of its personnel.
the administrative cost for the fiscal year ended June 30. 1939 was
- only 4.8 per tent"

R. HALL

HOOD

Attorney-at-Law
Offices Peoples Savings Bank Bldg.
PHONE 71—Res. BM

k
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Robert L. Wilson
Is Buried Friday

These. Five to Vie for Beauty Honors at Princeton Tobacco Festival

----Jewel Norman Conducts
Funeral Services at Mt.
Olivet Church
•
Burial services were conducted
70,
Robert
Lee
Wilson,
Friday for
who died Thursday at his home
near Kirksey after a two-weeks'
illness. Elder Jewel Norman conducted the funeral rites at the
Church
of
Christ.
Mt. Olive
Burial was in the Mt. Olive ceme-,
tery.
Mr. Wilson, a quite prominent
*farmer. is survived by his widow;
gr.. Lou Wilson: two daughters,
Misses Bernice and Bertie Wilson;
a sister. Mrs. Mollie Ryan. Jones-,
bora, Ark.: and four brothers
James Wilson, Springville, Tenn.;
_George., of Dukedom,'Tenn., Cal.,
viii, of St. Louis, Mo.; and Willie;
of Paris, Tenn.
Pallbearers were Voris, Cecil,
Noel. Alis, Rollie, and K. Wilson,
all nephews of Mr. Wilson/
Elder

County Man Celebrates
,83rd Birthday With 1st
Haircut in Barber Shop
L. W. Rowland. who lives
near Bethel school community
in this county northeast of here,
Saturday' celebrated his 83rd
birthday with a haircut and a
massage.
It was the first time he had
ever sat in a barber's chair. His
wife and sons have been trimming his locks for him.
"My wife'll run me away
from home with all this stuff on
my head," he said with reference to the tonic the barbers
used. "Don't know what this
generation's coming to, with all
these new-fangled notions."
Rowland came into town with
his son to vote, but lost some
of his hair in the exchange. He
kept his mustache though.

MISS NAOMI TURK
Murray, KY.

MISS IDit LEE STANTON
Cloy,—Ky.

MISS LOUISE FRANKLIN
Marion, Ky.

MISS LAURA BELLE MaCAULEV
Sturgis, Ky.

•

MISS JEANNE WHITE
Cadiz, .11(y.

Above are five of the first-choice girls who will compete for the eroen of Tobacco Queen in Princeton's third annual Tobacci Festival August 31 through September 4.

Fights Mar Night
of Election Here

As the time draws near for
Princeton to again don festive attire for the Third Annual Dark
Tobacco Festival. August 31
1
through September 4. plans are
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Aug. 10— feet in length.
Towns in the rapidly being completed for the
Carlos Evans is in Holtpltal; Police
Rural
highways
constructed
in
State have received 102 miles of Many events and attractions of
Chief Gets Black Eye;
Kentucky by the Works Projects new streets and 31 miles of „Aide- this colorful five-day celebration.
Cook Makes Bond
Administration during the past walks. Other improvements to the
The festival will officially open
Carlos Evans, 22, Murray Route eight mbnths preceding March 1, State's highway system consisted with the grand parade on the
7, was still in a local hospital to- 1939 total 1,524 miles—an aggre- of the building of culverts totals afternoon of August 31 and will
and the continue for five days and nights
day in a grave condition as the gate mileage sufficient to span ing a mile in length
result of an election night fracas. the State from Ashland to Ful- drainage of roads 55 miles In with a veritable array of events
ton
nearly
'three
-length.
times—according
as follows: Band concerts on the
Evans was struck over the head
square, Beauty Show for selection
with wipe sort of a weapon in the to a report released by George Ii.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES., ef Festival
show
Queen, style
hands of a person who witnesses Goodman, state administrator of
sponsored by leading merchants in
said was Manson Cook, about 33, WPA. The bulk of the construction,
the
report
indicatee
is
of
the
Sunday, August 13, 1139
trade area, Hereford Cattle Breedalso a resident of route 7.
type
leading
Cook came RI townMonday and "farm-to-market"
The pestor will preach at the ers Association,' Golden Glove Boxarterial
highways
from
into
agrimade bond.
morning
Worship
hour,
I0-58 ing -Tournament. ,crownine of FesPolice Chief Burman Parker re- cultural sections.
o'clock, on "The Duty of Prepa- tival Queen, pageant, "The Smoke
In spite of the fact that approx- lateen", having chosen this nib- Flower", with a cast of 500: horse
ceived a black eye in another election-night scuffle, and knocked out imately half the period' covered ject as this is the last Sunday the show and exhibition of champions
Hafford James, 19, farmer who re- by the report fell during winter students of the summer quarter at in horse and mule pulling contest,
sides east of Murray. with his gun. months .when highway construc- the college will be with us. we rodeo and fleck -riding, folk musParker was attempting to arrest tion alvenys is at its lowest ebb. appreciate the presence of these ic contests, kiddie parade and
James as the result of a disturb- the /rate of ,construction on a students in our congregation and baseball games.
There will also be a complete
ance, and cut a deep gash in the Monthly average basis showed an hope to be of, some help to them
latter's head with a blew when ehcrease over that for the preced- in this last service Ailey -WM-- be street carnival, merchants and
manufacturers exhibit. __/ lower
ing three years.
James resisted.
with us.
At the evening Worship hour, shovg farm implement ,display,
At the same time, tioodman said
quilt
show, homemakers demonVANCLEAVE SCHOOL NEWS that WPA had built 584 new 7:45, the, pastor will preach from
bridges in Kentucky totaling 11, the text: "Let your moderation stration and a number of other
As this week will and the first 986 feet in length and had re- be known of all men." This les- events, details of which have not
.
month of school we Aire expecting paired 221 similar structures 5,323. son, of self control might be helpe been completed.
Three big dances, the Queen's
to receive our report cards. for the
ful -to many of us.
month. We hope to have very
The stewards will meet on Mon- Ball, the street dance and the barn
anat. V011 be again featured on
dOod grades.
day, night to make final _pis
Everyone is progressing nicely
for the third quarterly conference. the festival program.
Mines Naomi Turk and Anne
with their work.
to be held at the church on Wed-.
We are still improving our rooms
nesday night, August 16.
All Howell Richmond, both Murray'
with posters and pictures.
The
members are invited to the quar- State College students, will replower grades have organized a
terly csenference and we _hope that., resent Calloway County in the
boauteeconteet. rho. We also- have-some - very - good' State Fled and Grass Man as- Murray - IffettiortItt - ChurCh
mottoes that give us advice which
- Speak at College Monday
be .able to report to the District
we want to take.
Afternoon at 1:30
Superintendent, Rev, C. N. Jolly,
We have ordered some library
"out in full" on all items. To do
SING SING ADVERTISES
books for the lower grades.
Cover crops, their benefits and this we need the full cooperatMn
FOR ELECTRICIAN; WANTS
A ball game was played Friday practices, will be discussed by W. of every member. Please do your
GOOD ONE—WITHOUT FAIL
between Vancleave and Dexter. C. Johnstone, representative of the part.
Vancleave was defeated by a score fields and crops division of the
On Thursday night. August 17,
NEW
YORK. Au g.
1 0—
of 11-2. Although we were de- University of Kentucky Monday the National Bureau of Religious
Wante d: master electrician
feated in the first game of' the, afternoon at 1:30 in the basement and Edueational Films will prewith, steady nsrves, no comseason, we are not disappointed of the liberal arts building at sent a moving picture of the Life
punctions about capital punishMurray State College, it was an- of Christ, with sound and music.
yet.
ment: intermittent work at fees
today by the
county This picture has been presented
yisitors for the past two weeks nounced
ranging from $150 to $250 per
were Homer Fennell, Aaron Bur- agent's office here.
in many of the leading churches
night, sometimes can
make
County Agent J. T. Cochran of America and is highly , comkeen, Edison Miller, John Morris
much more; no* more amateurs
Futrell, Joe Rob Houston, Buel urged all farmers interested in mended by some of our bishops. need apply as successful appliStalls. Trellus Cole, Miss Anarine cover crops to attend the meeting.
The public is invited, with this
cant must have thorough knowlSixty-five farmers of the coun- request, that children
Lovett, and Earlene Tidwell.
be accomedge- of high voltage and genAs a month has gone by we ty last year seeded all land plow- panied by adults. An offering will
eral experience in electrical ener up to a cover crop last fall be taken but
have nothing to fear,
there will be no .gineering; easy, hours on the
Just study our best for the rest and were on a special honor roll other expense.
job. altheergh predecessors have
of the years—Written by Maybell for that purpose. They were isThe Sunday -school' is the
complained of 'uneasy hours
Stalls, Eula Morris, Mildred Ram- sued certificates of merit for the SCHOOL *for everybody. rich and
afterward; not dangerous for
practices. The same plan will be poor,
sey,
young and "Md. and every- _right man.—Sing Sing Prison.
followed tihs year, Cothran said, one can
learn something in that
With no intent to discourage
declaring he expected from 150 to school.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Come and try it.
a really capable applicant, here
200 farmers to make the honor
Our young peonle: meeting at
is what happened to Elliott's
Lord's Day:
Bible study at roll this year.
7 o'clock in two groups, invite
predecessors:
9:45 a. m., worship at, 10:50 a. m.
your children to meet with them,
first
McNeal, the
Keeper
and 7:45 p. m.
ofelearn more fully the way of
Sing Sing 'switchman, dropped
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
life.
dead in the prison office;
7:45 p. m.
All visitors and strangers are
Edward Davis became a reThursday: Ladies' Bible Class
cordially invited to meet with us
cluse;
at 3:30 p. m.
where-all may worship in an atJohn Hulbert . shot himself
C. L. Francis, Minister
mosphere of brotherliness. We
fatally.
honor and respect , your clUirch
and your church vows.
It pays te read am Maasurleds
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor

WPA Administrator Declares
Road Building is Above Par,

Johnstone Will
Discuss Grasses'

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

A Statement of Appreciation
By Dewey Ragsdale, County Chairman
Keen Johnson Campaign

It is with a deep sense of appreciation -that I want to thank all who c2operated with me and as1isted in- the campaign in behalf of Keen Johnson,
Only through your loyal support was a viffory for Mr. Johnson made possible. You are the ones deserving the credit as well as every voter who cast his
vote for him. To each of them I want to express my appreciation also.
I want to compliment Mr. Ira Fox and nit workers for the clean manner
'in which they conducted their campaign, for John Young Brown, and in the
manner in which they cooperated with the Johnson forces in the use of the
speakers stand at the court house and in other ways.
My only wish is that every voter in the county will unite in the interests
of the Democratic Party in the fall election, put their shoulder to the wheel,'
and help elect the entire state Democratic ticket.
•
Again, I thank you one and all.
•
Very truly,yoUrs,

DEWEY RAGSDALE

Two 4-H club members in McCreary county who set strawberry plants, in the spring of laSt"
year, picked 65 gallons of berries
from them.
Tors were made in Caldwell
ceunty last month by 'several
dozenetememakers to see results
of the kitchen modernization project.

Order of Reference
Calloway Circuit Court
Lillie E. Miller, Administratrix
of William Miller.
Plaintiff
Vs.
Order Of Reference
Geraldine Miller, Et Al,
Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be
referred to George Hart. Master
Commissioner of this 'Court, to
take proof of _claims against the
estate of William Miller, deceased,
and all PERSONS holding, claims
against said estate will present
their claims' egainet said estate.
duly proven, befere this Ceurt's
Master Cornmissioner•on Sr before' the firsi day of the August
Teem of the Calloway Circuit
Court,
1939, or be forever _barred from collecting same in eny
other manner, exceet through this
suit.
Witness my hand as Clerk of fhe
Calloway Circuit Court, this the
27th day of Ally, 1939.
C. I,. MILLER,
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
By Lucille Johnson, D C

House Completes
Devastation Of
Lending Program

State Fair To Be More Elaborate
Than Formerly Manager Declares
, The catalog and premium list , made more atractive and many
for the 36th Annual Exhibition of novel and interesting attractions
the Kentucky State Fair, which are planned.
"Advance opening pf the fair
will be held under the auspices
of the State Fair Board, Septem- this year has been set for Saturber 11 through 16. is new ready day night, the 9, when the Boone
for release. H. S. Cleveland, man- Cotirety Jamboree will, stage an
aging director of the fair said to- old fashioned barn dance program
• In the-Horse-Sholk PaYiliom The
.
day.
Perusal of the contents of the twenty-five cents admission at the
book reveal a widely diversified outer gate will admites rsons to
exhibition of prodeete - of the farm the-barn dance and Tor this night
and home as well as industry and only there will 'be no perking
Exhibits of livestock, charge. All other times the perkbusiness.
farm and garden produce, handi- ing charge will be twenty-five'
craft gild manufactured articles cents of a season pasking sticker
are expected to exceed in quality can be purchased for one dollar.
•
and numbers the displays of other
as
Entertainment
such
years.
never before presentee to fairgoers
is offered this year and a big
"name band" will be on hand to
play nightly for the Horse Show
and later play for public dancing
on a specially constructed dance
Heart Trouble- -Is Fatal to 58-Yearfloor on the grounds.
Old Gentleman in Northwest
"The State Fair is primarily an
Part of County
agricultural exhibit and this year
will exceed that of any previous
Stanley C. Kirkland. 56, who
The
year", Cleveland declared.
died suddenly Thursday morning
cattle show is one of .the outstandfrom
a heart attack at his home
ing shows in the South and in
near Coldwater, was buried in the
the past - two years has grown
Well Fork cemetery. .at •3 o'clock
more than - too pet. cent. Sheep,
friday afternoon teeth the Rev. R.
swine and poultry shows, too. are
F. Gregory in charge of funeral
considered "tops" among the exservices. Mr. Kirkland had been
hibitors who yearly travel about
in poor health for some time.
the country with their prize disHe is survived by his widow,
playe. Improved and redecorated
Mrs: Tenet W. -Kirkland:4ns stepgrounds will greet the visitors this mother,
Mrs. Ella Kirkland; --a
year. Exhibit - buildings neve been daughter. Mrs. Lovie
Finney: a
son, Fred Kirkland: and four halfsisters: Mrs. Nora Ezell, Mrs.
Charlie Beaman, Mrs. Sam Christenberry, and Mrs. Harvey Dixon.
There were seven grandchildren.
Pallbearers were R. L. Kelly.
C. B. Kingins, J. G. Smith, Henry
Black. Ruble Camp, and Raymond
State NYA Administrator Robert Sanders.
K. Salyers said last week students
attending Kentucky 'colleges would
receive approximately $191.000 during the 19311,40_school year through
jobs provided under the National
Youth Administration student-aid
program.
He said this fund would be distributed among some 2.000 students who would be unable to
pursue college work without such
assistance. Students selected for
aid will earn monthly amounts
ranging from $10 to $20.

Stanley Kirkland
Dies in Coldwater

NYA Students to
Receive, $191,000
For School Year

BENTON, Ky., Aug. 10—An,
nouncement was made this weele
of the marriage of Miss Mildred
Kingcade of the Marshall 'County
Health Department, -to Gayle "Big
Boy" Stinson. of Sharpe, wrestler,
promoter and former student of'
Strangler. Lewis.
The wedding
took place December 25. 1937, at
Charleston.' Mo.
Mrs. Stinson
is a registeredi
nu-se and a graduate of the Meth.'
odist Episcopal 'Hospital. Louisville,
_See attended George Peabody Col,
lege, Nashville, where she re-'
craved her- public-- health nursing
certificate.
Stinson is the son of Dr. L. E.
Stinson and Mrs. Stinson, Sharpe,
Ky. He attended Western State
Teachers College, and is at present a student al Murray State
College, where he is completing a
pre-medical course. Stinson promoted wrestling matches in Paducah, Benton and Murray in recent years and was formerly employed by the Fisher body works
in Detroit, Mich.

Ohio Senator To
Seek Presidential'
Nomination in '40
WASHINGTON. Aug. 10—Senator Robert, A. Taft of Ohio entered
the .Republican Presidential race
today with a statement in which
he depoetriced "New Deal fallacies"
-age- isen---71
slows, subsidized housing and other
people."
fortunate
aids to "the less
Taft, son of the former President, sent a letter to George F.
Eyrich of Cincinnati declaring his
willingness to stand for the Republican nomination. . Eyrich is
chairman of the Hamilton county
4 Ohio) Republican executive corn-mittee, which has endorsed Taft
for the nomination.

Guard Early Against
Soft, Chalky Teeth
In Children!

CENTER RIDGE SCHOOL
By Elaine Barnett
We have started in on another
week of school working hard trying to make our grades for another
month.
We took our tests last week and
are hoping' for good grades.
Those who eheee been absent
from school because of illness are
back with us again We are glad
they are back.
We had our pictures taken last
week.
Those who visited our school the
past e,eek were Jack Miller, Lona
May 'Calhoun, Volen Miller and
Clarence Duncan. We sesvite you
all to come any time you can.
The prize winners for getting the
most headmarks the first month
were: Lee Roy Barnett, James
Garland, Carnnell Collins; Fay
Walker and Oliver Barnett.
We will see you again 'next week.

WASHINGTON,- Aug. 10—The
Rouse completed destruction of
President -Roosevelt's lending program Thursday tVith a 191-170 vote
declining even to consider the $800,000,000 slum clearance and housing bill.
A coalition of Republicans and
Democrats mowed the measure
down in precisely the same way it
Ice Cream Supper
killed the $1,950,000,000 works financing bill.
There will be.an ice cream sup,
The coalition... Thursday comschool
Republicans and 54 per at New Providence
prised 137
August 12
Democrats. A total of 159 Demo- house Saturday night,
invited.
crats, eight Republicans, and three Everyone is
minor party members stipported
It Pays to Read the Claorlfled.
the administraition.

Operators Driving Cars Without
Licenses Are Subject to Fines
FRANKFORT. Ky.. Aug. 10—The
Kentucky Department of Revenue
recently advised all circuit court
clerks that they may issue 193940 motor vehicle operators' licenses
after July 31. 1939, without qualifying examinations to any individual upon presentation of his
1938-39 motor Vehicle .operator's
license or one of a preViOus year.
The law require§ that motor vehicle operators' Licenses be se-

Gayle Stinson Is
Married to Nurse

cut ed by Augst 1. The Kentucky
drivers operating -.their ears after
August 1 without 1939eoperators'
licenses may be fined -$25 to $100
or imprisoned six months or both.
Tbe-areeparricense fee is one dollar.
Examinations for all applicants
who have not previously held a
Kentucky, operator's license continue to be conducted throughout
the State under the supervision
of the state Highway Patrol

Baby's development and growth (whether it be a
breast or bottle baby) is first of all dependent
entirely upon MILK. Later foods are includ6d in
the diet. 'Babies of course have nothing_to say
about what they are to eat. It is the mother and
doctor Wh-o make the decision and are responsible
for chopsing correct foods which build- sturdy
bodies, and later strong, sparkling, white teeth.
„Any DO6tor will tell you

PASTEURIZED MILK
Is pure. It contains all the
vitamins necessary to develop strong, healthy children. The Calcium in
Sunburst- builds sparklinc
white teeth.

Order a quart a
day. for each "
member of your
family.

Telephone
191

urray Milk Products Co.
vs-
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Ryan Mrs. W. H. Davi" Entertains
With Bunco Parties
On Thursday Mrs. W. B. Davis,
John
by her sister, Miss Bess
assisted
D. Rather. Mrs. Harold Curry, Mrs.
Clarice Bradley, Paducah, Mrs. McNamee, entertained at her home
Hunt Covington and Mrs. W. F. on West Sycamore Street.
The guests played bunco. The
FoSter of Mayfield. High score
was won by Mrs. Nat Ryan prize for high seeker-Was won by
Hughes, tete Mrs. Preston Ordway, Mrs. Morris Hetzler and for low
by Mrs. Harold Curry.
Publishers
R. R. Pdeloan and John S. Neal
thing a neighbor has done for me
Sliest prize, Mrs. Hunt Covington. score
A lovelY ice course was served
Editor and Advertising Manager
John S. Neal
Assisted by Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
this Year." The club plans to have
Jr.. the hostess served a delicious the -following guests: Mrs. James
a picnic next month on the reguEntered at the Postoffiee, Murray. Kentucky. as second class rnail getter.
Pratt. Miss Mayrelle Johnson, Mrs.
salad plate.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Most everybody around here is lar meetink day. Delightful reMrs
Friday guests were Mrs. Mayme Jew Waymon. Mrs. Paul Gholson.
throligh topping tobacco so I guess freshments were served,afternoon each week.
Ryan Hughes, Mrs. R. R. Meloan, -Mrs. Rob Mason. Mrs. T. -T. 'Allthere will be lots of back bending Marvin. Allen. Jr. wu nthe conMrs. Nat Ryan, Jr., Miss Naorni,, Melon. Mrs. Tom Stokes, Mrs. Geo.
soon ,as the suckers will start test. In connection with the meetMaple, Mrs. Robert Holland, Mrs Gatlin, Mrs. Leon Grogan, Mrs.
growing if it keeps on with these ing one of the members, Mrs. Anis reacher, Students Honor Bonnet
Carter
Zehut.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Ci•mpton, was given a miscelWill H. Whitnell, Mrs. Wells Pur- Morris Hetzler, Mrs. Gilbert, Mrs.
b,ig rains.
Rave Buffet Supper
Taylor Qn Birthday
received
shower. She
dom, Mrs. Roy Stewart, Miss Vo- Caveriaugh. Mrs. Clark, Mrs. 14. C.
and
Mr.
evening
Wednesday
On
Miss Dolly Mae Maynard of laneous
The teacher and students or LanClayey. -Mrs. C. L.- Williamson, Mrs.
entertained line Pool, Miss Clotile Pool, Mrs.
Carter
!Mrs. Zelna
Cedarl•Knob. Miss Eva Mae Wil- many nice and agile gifts.
It is. time I was signing off. Se ..ion School honored, their class- friends with a buffet supper.
Henry Htilton, Mrs. John R. Oury. Joe T. Lovett, Mrs. L. M. Parrish
liams and brothers John and Brent
by
.
mate
Taylor
visiting
Bonnet
be with you again next
High score was won by Mrs. and tea guests Mrs. Rue Beale and
After a delicious meal the guests
of Frog Creek, Misses Pernie Mae long, -"Tennessee"
at his hume an his ninth birthMiss Beatrice Frye.
turc.itHrol•at•rit.
week.
Prize for high Robert-Holland, second tjigh, Mrs.
played bridge.
and Mary Lucille Simmons, Misses
day for a well planned dinner.
Holton.
Henry
Ovei'bey.
Wells
by
won
was
score
Those attending and enjoying
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and Stlsan. Velma and Betty J-oe Lax
On Friday. Mrs. Davis. assisted
Mrs. Preston Ordway assisted
Those present we,re Mr. and
and brother- John and Clifton
Stewart Counties. Tenn., $1.00 a year. Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere
the celebration were Cletus Lamb,
the hostess in serving a delicious by her sister, Miss Bess McNamee,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Overbey.
Wells
Mrs.
,
el Mitchell of .Macedonia atteuded
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County - markAlvis Lamb, 'Vera', Fulton. Jo,'
entertained the following guests
salad plate.
[tarnished upon applicetion.
church at Mt. Sinai Thursday'and
Pat Glass, Jewell Beaman, Linda Geo, Hart, Dr. and Mrs. James
• • . • -4
at' a bunco party: Mrs. C. C.
•
Richmond, Mr. and Ms's Wells
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor. Friday night.
Glass,
Fulton,
Genella
Carline
Sue
Farmer, Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr., Mrs.
Hello folks: i in feeling fine
Purdorn, Mr. and Mrs. Will Hig- Miscellaneous Shower Honors
or Public Voice items, which in our opinion is not for the best. interest
B.
Glass,
Glass,
Fremon
Jesare
Mae
Loomis, Mrs. Hugh HousFrank
Maceof
Hart
Doll
Mrs.
Mr. and
and it is my wish that you all are!
Mrs. Robert Jones
ForeMrs.
and
Mr.
Whitnell,
gins
•
of our readers
ton, Mrs. S. G. Scott, Mrs. C. L.
donia are the parents of a fine
Crops are good here. Corn on Paschall, J. D. Paschall, Geneva man Graham, Miss Bertie Manor,
honored
was
Jones
Robert
Mrs.
Glass, Pauline Thompson, Dorotha
Sharborough, Mrs. Phillips, Mis.
7 pound baby girl who arrived the river is fine.
• Jean Paschall. Sudie Nell Baucum, and Robert Broach.
with a miscellaneous shower at J. T. Wagoner, Mrs. J. D. Rather,
•• •••
August 6.
The sick persons are better and Bailey Joe 13aucum, Frieda Dell
her home on July 26.
Mrs. Geo. Baker, Mrs. Dorsey
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ellis and everything is going good, even the
Thirty-nine friends attended.
Mama, Ralph Robertson, Gene Garden Department Of Murray
White, Mrs. Hall Hood, Mrs. W.
-.•
•
son. Robert, Clay end Jessie Mc- ball team won a game last Sun- Terry Robertson, Truman Bean,
Woman's Club Meets
Many lovely gifts were presentG. Parkins, Mrs. E. B. Houston,
It was a pleasing record made by the opposing camps in,the race Clure. Annie Willis and Tan day:
The Garden Department o: the ed, and gifts were sent by '28 who Mrs. John Rowlett, Mrs. J. D.
William
Boyd
Bean,
S.
Lindsey
Parker spent Saturday night and
between Johnson and Brown for Governor in Calloway county.
Bro. Tillman Taylor is co=c - Bean, Juston Hughes. Harry Lee Murray Woman's Club met at the did not attend.
Rowlett, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes, Mrs.
An enjoyable, afternoon was fol- W. L. Whitnell, and Mrs. Ben
Headed by splendid and capable campaign managers-Dewey Raga- Sunday at Tennessee river for a ing a big meeting at Pleasant Val- Hughes.
Hughes. home of Mrs. A. Carman ThursMartha
Sue
fry.
fish
big
lunch.
-plate
delicious
a
by
lowed
ley
week.
this
James Howard Morgan, W. C. day.
Sch,erffius.
dale for Johnson and Sheriff J. 1 Fox for Brown-it was not surprisins
• • •
•
Mrs. viola Hogue was Tuesday
After a short business session
Misses Moela Steele and Eva Smith. Wilma Gail Smith. Billy
Mrs. G. B. Scott won prize for
that in more than 6.000 votes cast for the office, the majority_ was only and Tuesday night' guest of Mr.
Announce
Farmer
Mrs.
And
Mr.
the
on
spoke
Mrs.
Penn
Roberts
EdMay Kimbro have returned to Jones, Melba Edwards, Rudy
high score and .Mrs. Hugh Hous60 votes. That was how much Brown led in the county after final.tabCleave Lax and children disir hamss here after undergoing warcV, Bobby Dale Spleeland, An- , fall planting of oriental poppies.
Marriage Of' Granddaughter
Mrs.
d
ton prize for low score.
.*
.,Imadonna allies, and peonies. Mrs.
ulations were authenticated, and the Vast majority piled up by Johnson and "Aunt" Lue Housden.
llly
yilo
tipte,itiens at the Mason Memorial cnihearMile
laTaB
aeSpieelandl,ra
Mr. and Mrs. T. P Farmer anA dainty ice course was served
was in Murray Hospital,
Lewis
interesting
Hattep
an
gave
Houston
B.
E.
their
'
of
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marriage
this
Johnson,
Martin,
in
run
the
was
nounce
race'
the
close
how
describes
the guests and tea guest, Mrs. T.
state
the
over
trip to New granddauighter, Laura Frances Sledd.
Wednesday.
W. Tom Stetle Is on the sick MartiV Robert Martin, Beauton outline of 'her recent
There were no animosities in this race-at leaat, not locally. Sheriff
Clay McClure is building a barn list this week. •
Ray, Manon Ray, Mrs. Bessie Pas- York World's' Fair, Boston. Phila- Morris, to Dr. Paul I. Green, JefFox and Ragsdale never failed to have a pleasant word for each -ether for himself this week.
points.
other
and
delphia
chall, Eugene Paschall. Mr. and
ferson. Ind., son of Mr. and Mrs. Cable Family Enjoys Reunion
family Mrs. Toni
Thomas -and
Cernell
-Mrs. Viola. Hogue was Wedne;
Dainty refreshments were served Geii.- D. Green of Winslaw,
in the hottest moments of the campaign, although each knew the other
Glass. Mr.,. and Mrs.
A hundred and seventeen mem_this_
•_
_
weolt,
vigiuit.Y._-_11114
Hart,
Geo.
"g
night
Mrs_
:Wednesday
•
and
tessresses.
the
-day
by
'-Lucille•
Beaman;
Beam•flute-Mrs..
Monday. July 24.
was doing his best for the candidate of Ms choice.
Ford Themes returned
bers of the Cable family and their
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Sim:m*11i
Clyde Beaman,.Mr. and- Mrs. Bill Mrs. E. B. Houston. ard Mrs. Carmet Sunday for a reMt
off
.S.herri
having
with
after
horhe
relatives
drawn
persons.
of
full
was
yard
At all urnes.-the. courthouse
and child-Fen.
Thompson. Cidie Carrol. Ruby man, to twenty-nine members and Sugar Creek Methodist- WMU
union-picnic at Pine Bluff. Each
Mrs. Bill Simmons and son. Wil- spent his 'summer vacatioti with Wilkerson, Mertie Wilkerson, Lot- two guests. Mrs. C. P. Currier, and
little geoups discussing the respective merits of the two major CandiWednesday
Meets
his sister. Mrs. Orval Thurman
family brought lunch, and .it was
Poglie ,of Texas. '
dares, but those discussions seldom got so far. as. anger. Even the two liam Brook, of Frog Creek spent We will miss .Ferd and his hike tie Wyatt., George Laycock. Mary Mrs. Homer • • • . •
The Sugar Creek WMU met at served picnic-style.
from Wednesday until Sunday With
Beaman.
Sue
Sue
Ima
Garland,
differences.
Wedlast
Church
campaign
Creek
Sugar
to
attributed
not
In the afternoon, the group enelection night disturbances ,were
•
her parents. Mr. and MrSe--trorn. as he was on the road often.
Walter Lamb, James Bean, J. V. Mrs, Rue Beale Entertain*
nesday afternoon. Followiag the joyed games, kodaking, swimming,
I saw. and . talked . to Judge Fulton, Lawrence York and Frank.-.
Rue. ..Bealf- entertained the
The peonle of Kentucky have nominated as. their .Declocratic ,can- Vaughn, of near Buchanan. and at- -Renee
Jesue:'
-About
"More
of
singing
when
Benton
at
Rayborn
boating.
and
Thursday Morning Bridge- Club
lin Rose.
didate for Governor a man who fan serve them well. Capable•and full. tended church at Mt. Sinai.
in prayer'
at her home on West Olive Street. Mrs Trosie Howlett led.
son, 'we were' there to play ball reand
Mitchell
Eimus
Mrs,
Mrs. Irp Morris was in charge of
of inittative, he can serve far better in this- Democratic state than could -Clyde. were shopping at ew Con- cently. He is an old neighbor of
High score was won by Mrs.
devotional services.
this community, in face he was RowleU -Reunion Takes Place
Gingle ,Wallis.
the Republican nominee. King Swope. Keen Johnson .should have the cord Thursday morning.
31
July
Those present were Mrs. Hilda
.
born here- on this 'hill where 1
- .Mrs. ,Wiley_sHatheld. who diaa
July 31 friends -and relatives .Mrs. Jack Kennedy was the only -Millman. Mrs-. Nola Owen.-Mrs.-(ma
On
support of ewery--iree-Dernocr.at_ in the November_election.
s
judge
heldthe
has
Re
now.
tiVe
present
guest
imis
week
past
the
ill
very
been
to
Bide
Tenn..
at
Spring.Folwell. Mrs. Hula Gorden. Mrs.
.
• • • .- •
Marshall county tva, gathered
office
The Ledger & Times supported Keen Johnson because it . felt he provin
enjoy a barbecue and fish fry. - •
-Qualification . which - -George Robert" Eassicer. who hits terms and we hope he is now _elee- Many baskets of delicious food Hesse Gathering- Takes Plate At Frosie Hewlett, Mrs. Pattie Roberts,
was a man whose - proved statesmanship
Mrs. Ola McClure, Mrs. Vera'-Adted to the office of Representative.
Elcr Earl Smith. minister of the
were carried and spread on the' Mr. And Mn. W.. B. Laasiter'sCat am,. and Mrs: Ira .Morris
could 'not be overlooked during the next four years in -Kentucky', been very ill for the pest few days
Old Crap-is stalling his "lassesChurch of Christ at Comanche.'
-Relatives and friends were
and
mutton
chicken,
'
ground
improving.
with
Is
by
Johnson
Mr.
nominating.
by
the
of
State
people
Master John Lennox Entertains
government. The
min so we will have a sweet time
B.
W.
Mrs.
Okla.,
and
will. conduct " the ministerial
Mr.
of
home
the
fish that were barbecued at the
Sorry .to report. Wayne Williams around here for a while.
Nursery school Students
so comfortable a margin have more than justified our stand.
services at the Murray Church of
picnic ground and served with ice Lassiter s, Sunday, to participate in
still remains very ill.
Master
Lennox
John
entertained
cv
Laverne
Mrs.
Mr. and
Mrs. Kittie Simmons and daugh- went to Milan. Tenn.. 'last Week_ tea: coffee, and lemonade after a "home gathering". A bountiful the children of the nursery sehool Christ Sunday. it was announced
Our congratulations go out.to Mr. Hall Hood. Murray.- a candiliate
Orion dinner was served at the noon at his home Monday morning be- today by Eld. C. L. Francis, minfor Commonwealth's Attorney, who, although he did not gaio the maw- ter. Miss Pernie Mae, Mrs. Viola They were accompanied by Misses thanks were offered by Bro.
ister.
hour. The afternoon was passed
Heigue and Mrs. Mary Wisehart
tween 9:30 and 11:30. Seventeen
Knight Rowlett.
Kathrine
and
ination over the incumbent -John King. gained an overwhelming vote and son. Bernice. were Wednesday Izetta
Mr. Smith, whose home originalThe afternoon was spent in con- with string music, singing and tap children and the two teachers were
EldLeroy
and
Eldridge
Ophelia
.
in Rfurray, preached his
,
wa,s
votes.
ly
1333
of
dancing.
of confidence in this cOunty-a. margin
versation and kodaking.
afternoon visitors of Mrs. Louisa ridge.
The children
present.
played first sermon at the Murray church
Those that were present are as
and Mrs.
Mr.
were
present
Those
WeatherPat
Miss
and.
MitchellHecht
for
Kentuckians
and
vole__eafiLlay..West.
were
served
games
Sunday
fruit
was.
.
the
next
Gratifying tooCome to the Bluff
in 1931. He is a graduate of MurJoe Rowlett Mr. and Mrs. Lacy follows:
:
spewpunch 'during the morning.
afternoon and see. a good ball
Lackey. Paducah candidate for lieutenant-Gnvernor, who also gave a
ray State, College and studied one
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Lassiter and
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Mrs. Nell Oliver. Cedar Knob, gamel-Old Crip.
•
Year at David -Lipscbmb College in
,good accoUnt of himself over the State. .
Bloodworth and son Bobby. Mr children, Rondal and Uva Nell. Mrs. William Lennox Entertains
who has been very ill for the past
and Mrs. Sam Brame. 'Mrs. Bea- Mrs. S. F. Futrell; Mr. and Mrs. _Mrs'. William Lennox eatertatned Nashville.
priezlege_cd_akerytine-10Ieele as he few days with fever is improving.
"-In a. Democracy_
trice' Keel and children. Alvin and l'brert-"-T.'-Penick s and -son Frank the Junior Department of the
Johnnie Simmons aiWion. X H.
chooses. We have only applause for the voters of 'every precinet Th were among the.nuenber at ProviTheoron. Bro. Orion Rowlett. Ken- of Golden Pond. We Fannie First Christian Church Sunday
ibis county.
dence Mill Saturday_ morning.
nedy Graham, James Cutchens. Chrisrnan. Frankfort, Mr. and Mrs. School Thursda)I at her home on
.e! •
Will Rushing, Waldon Sieripsian, Bill Outland and daughters, Flu' West Poplar Street.
give Vaccines
Hubert Dick, who has' been on
Junior Mathis. -Dolphus Champion relic, Dorothy and Betty Jean. of
the sick list for theepast week is
The children enjoyed games and
10- and sun. Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hig- Chicago,
Aug.
Ky..
RuMrs.
OWENSBORO,
and
Mr.
innaroving, •
The Calloway county health deIce cream and cake were
and daughters, contests.
trey Woodeon. 80. former pub, gins, Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Math- dolph Thurman
partment announced today it will
. Miss Mberelle Clendenon s
served.
lisher of The Owensboro Messen- is. Wilma and Milford Mathis. Mr. liva Nell and Betty. Mrs. Harvey
It
homefolks
ith
vaccines for typhoid at the
-week-end
the
children
give
About
and
thirty-six
Dalin the long trail of . the years, .the precepts of truth are the
ger. who recentay resigned as alien and Mrs Joe Hibbs, Misses Sara. Bushart and children, Eugene and
Alm
Sunday School teachers were pres- following schools at the indicated
custoduin_at. Wastangton, Clara and Florence Rdwlett. Ann
Outproperty
Kelly
Mrs.
and
Mr.
orothy.
lansaliziL any. langnag,etimes Tuesday and Thursday of
• Johnnle!-Slrrimons'- and soh- E.
ent.
died here early Monday following
Riggin.s. Mrs. Nell land, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lassinext week. August 15 and 17:
The Golden Rule given by Christ in-the words "All things:whatace H., were callers of Bob Allbritien a heart attack. He returned home and Wilson
Mrs. Haden
Lassiter.
PrenLce
ter,
and
Mr.
Donald,
son.
and
Rigains
Edge Hill at -8:30 in the mornWashington to vote in the Mrs. Lloyd Sills, Claws and Bet- Morris and daughter Ruth. . Mrs. Breakfast Honors Mrs. Thornton
inter ye would that men should do_ to .you, do ye even so to them"- a,- while Sunday morning.
from
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell and daughA lovely
breakfast honoring ing on Tuesday; Rosin Ridge at
has had many variations, but each phreseological wording has alWays ter. Miss Mary. Miss Eran Williams primary Saturday.
tye Jo ,Sills. 'Charles Ray Wilson, Mattie Outland, Miss Deolie Out- Mrs. Henry Thornton of Phoenix. 10:06; Backusburg at noon; LanMr. Woodson. a vigorous man.
land. Mr. and Mrs. Cassel Outland, Ariz., .was given Thursday morn- don at 3:30 in the afternoon: and
.
meant the same: Love thy neighbor!
and Mrs. Mathis Mitchell were announced July 24 that he had re- Ida Sills. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Burchett. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pace, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. .I, B. Lassiter, Mr. ing by Mrs. Ethel Lassiter.
Thompson at 3 o'clock. On. ThursSistheir
of
guests
dinner
Saturday
tired his Federal post because and Mrs. M. V. Boggess, Mr. and and Mrs. W. B. Lassiter. Mr. and
• Long before•the time of Christ. Kung Fu-tsze ,the Latimzed verThose present were Mrs. Ethel day. Utterback at 8:30 in the
ter.. Mrs. Wiley Young, of New
the work was "practically com- Mrs. Treaman Pace. Nell Pace, Mrs. Bueton Lassiter. Mr. and Mrs.
sion of whose name is Confucius); a great Chinese philosopher anti Concord.
Mrs. Hugh
McElrath, morning: Pleasant Hill at 9:30;
Bowden
e pleted."
Clinton Burchett. Richard. Emma Roy Lassiter and son Harold, Mr.
Defter at 10:30; Blakely at noon:
Sounder, of one of the. womittl's four great religions, told his people:
Mrs.. Linda Simmons spent Sathe was- considering Jeanne and Sherwin Boggess. . and Mrs. Johnnie Barrow, Mur- Mrs' Ronald Churchill. Mrs. Graves
He said
Sledd. Mrs, A. D. Butterworth, Heath at '1;30; and Spring Creek
`What you wpuld not wish- dene to yourself'do not do'.unto others' Urday night- by the bedside of her writing a newspaper column to
• • • • •
ray. Clyde and -Elaine Jones, of Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs. Mavis at 3 o'clock.
mottler. "Aunt-i Lue Housden. who "show' up these alleged columnists
Muted. Tenn.. John Henry Out- Morris, Mrs. C. C. Farmer, Mrs.
Gautaina Siddartha, who lived, nearly 1.000 years before Christ and is - very low.
Mrs. Freed Cotham Entertains
who try to stir up trouble between' Bridge Club
land and Prentice McCuiston of Roy Farmer, Miss Betty ThornTen head of registered stock
whose religious following today rrtrrnbers nearly an third of the world-r- 'Batten Lewis of Macedonia was the President and Jim Farley .NaMrs. Freed Cotham entertained Pottertown.
ton, Miss Estell Houston. and -Miss were placed in Wayne county last
the Enlightened One, by Thursday night guest of Mr. and t ional Democratic Committee
population. was given the Uile of Buddha.
a
after.month.
her bridge club Wednesday
Lorena Swann.
the people ofeiediii-a4The- Oriental provinces in which he lived. His Mrs. Bowden Ford of Murray route Chairman)."
noon at her home on South Eighth Mrs. Stubblefield Entertains
For fifty-tWo years he played Street.
At Bridge
words were: "One should seek for others the happiness one 'desires.for
,
Sunday an active role in Kentucky newsleft
Clyde
Mitchell
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
Mrs. Johnny Parker received the
•
one's self.morning for his home in Detroit. paper life and was high in the
. .
entertained with two parties last
prize for highscore.
cotincils of the Democratic Party.
- On'the'Aairbiatt7-deeer4- -‘-eamieeereesies after the' birth of Christ'
Those .presentswere Mrs.. Carney Wednesday and Friday. Bridge
Mrs. Johnny Parker. Mrs. was played at three tables. there- came a vision, to. Mohammed; an -illiterate- son of the desert, in
Hendon.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Wednesday guests were Mrs.
Tom Turner, .Mrs. Joe Houston.
which -God esked him to write 41111 -- words_ he thr-tatrA.A.S'a- „ The
Mrs. ()His Valentine, Mrs. Ardell P. W. Ordway, Mrs. G. B. Scott.
Minister
Havens'
V.
Koran. the Bibie of Moharrimideniszn. the. book".whIehha1B11
A.
Mrs Jack Sharborough. Mrs. RusKnight. -and Mrs. L. R. Yates.
Greetings everybody! °Here .1
"The Other' Fellow," ,Will° be
%violet: 'Thus as the-fourth of tWe worlds great religions nora--reasote
am again. just .ai full of. news as the sermon subject et.A. V. Hay
from the eyes and cars of other' races, full of the faith of Mohammed ever. Whial . isn't very much)._
—THAT
ens, minister of the First ChrisKENTUCKY
sft.,
Monday morning is usually chill. tian Church, at the morning wor(the PraiSeworthyi and the doctrine that "There is no - God but' Allah
but
it.
call
.wa
Monday-.
"Blue
Moof
The
Rule
Golden
Sunday.
ship service, next
elehovahi and Mohammed ,is hig projahet.- The
/
DISTILLE_RIES
PURCHASE
,of' late I'm sure no housewife has
10:45.
hammed was "Let npne of you treat his brother in a way he him:self time to stop and think about it service will begin at
the
pictures showing
Motion
OVER
MILLION
Would dislike to be treated.being dull, with canning. jarring. work of the Christian Church in
The Hindti-philosophy declares that "The trueartile- in business V and pickling time on. Everyone foteign lands will be shown at
around here tried to get most of the Sunday night- church service,
to guard and do by She things of others as 'they do by their own
their eanaing-and work off hand which, will begin' at -7:30.you
the Greeks. "Which
*
• "Do net that tb a neighbor.- declarelast ,Week as our revival started
The Sunday School led by Supt..
EVERY YEAR?
6 U.
• Would take dl from him." and the 'Persians set forth thehdvice: "Do Sunday night..
R. L. Wade will meet Sunday
We are sorry ; to report that morning -lot 9:30 with classes for
.
Os you would 'be' done by."
.
Mrs. Euple Vinson as on -.the sick all 'ages Meeting in separate' classIn the .hey-day of imperial Rome; the meff - OT-trelth and social
•
rooms arid taught • by competent
philosophy said -The law imprinted- on the heartsuf all men is es love
Mrs Ed Mums is deelihing 'slow- and trained teachers.' •
•
,
s
5
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ill
very
trail.
in.
ir
the
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full
Jews.the
and
.
themselves."
as
society
the members of
The Young People's Soeietje-- pf
-•••,
Cotherine Garland. small daugh- Christian • Endeaver. will most in
tion.of a Hebrew race- that had given the world the Old Testament
ter of Mr.- and -Mrs. Jess .Garland the yoeng--petellees. parlor at 6:30.
—THAT THESE .
-and wise melt like Abraham.- Moses, Meet. and Solomon, had as their felljeit of a 'tree and -broke her 'All young people of college and,
yew arm lase oereek.
social motto "Whatsoever you do not wish einir neighbor_in_da_to
. .
high school age are invited to en•
PUReHASES KEEP
Reva Elizabeth and .Eugtene Dill joy thiasegpressional meeting:
-Calvert - C-ity-- hare' been visding
Prayef-:_ Meeting WM he . held
Tenn.
Selma-,
Hall;
George
Mr.
their grandparents. Mn. and WS. Wednesday night at .7:30.
-500.000
J. D. Dill grid- Mrs. .Willie VinJIM Read. Barren county, had
'
AVERAGE ACRES OF
J. D. Dill is' nuts'. at home add an alfalfa yield, double. that ;exhaa- almost arecavered from an pected and ho place to store the
bin-era-de/a -extra hay. ea he- is not'-±incr
0:4-ostatSion
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Ms. and Mrs. Woodsost Dill and
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bes.t
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a,s, par.-lei Vinson. of Paris. Tenn..
"My teleplr.tne it,one of
Many Martin county farmers
visited Mr. and .Mrs. J. Ds Dili- seeded Italian re grass and menthe farm. I depend on it to keep in touch with
:week.
Sunday
sun clov2r in curd_ Wills the lase
—THAT THESE GRAIN
Mr, and Mrs.'Othet Hicks of De- cultivation.'a._ .•
111-e ever changing markets, ,By using the tele-.
,
',rig Sr.' Visiting' Mr. Hicks'_ fedi„.
produce.
na)
phone I can secure abetter price for
PURCHASES BRING OVER
Si T. Hicks
Clyde Linville. Bockcastle eosin:
Evelyn Septt viho-hali'been ty.. bought 15 ewes'for 5150. said
My
of
reach
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within
?ne
keeps
.
The
telephone
_teturned
Louis.
.employed in St
$153 worth of lambs Aid wool.
Sunday w,to th'e herrie•of her "and ell 'has his ewes left.
friends and if it valuable'in case of emergencies.
par ents Mr atid blr,g. Will -Soot t
TO FARMERS,
No farm home should be without a telephone.."
MiSs' .1.te a Berrew. anti G. P.
Pasehall of Misrfly• vistaed Miss
dari ow'; • paren as Mn, and Mrs
Experienced tra.elers to Si Lotlill
A telephone is a' top-notch hired band on any farm.
New Method
Henry Bari cive Thursday night.
Item wired it,,. hotel problems.
Onede and Geneva
Mfs,is
Lttle
SOLE
It is ready to work ,for you twenty-four .hours a day.
The Arner,c.an pro.,cles a locfmon
Outfand-- of Metray are visiting
SHOE.
to l pores of wlerest
It will 'make anti save money for yogi. It will save
en:tails-es
and to all oimpsitatiott,•nd teal.
Vinson.' Mrs. Willie Vinson. * Half Soled and Heeled
Dee
valuable time and expensive trips: It puts ,you almost
ly ;ma acCOM1104160111 al pricii
ancl_Mrs. Jess
Dracut Vinsoil.
—at-that do not in.olo any sacril,ce
Mervin
and
Gariaho and children
in arm's reach .of assistance in emergencies. Thwil and
of comfort a serrice.Always Ins
Allen. Jr... went to Catrert City
friend's are always in quick, easy reach. The farm with
Icod at the Amtr;cain.
and GillierteetHe Saturday week.
Troy vi' sod' Mr. - end Mrs. :Paul
a telephone is acver isokted. Get'in ;Ouch with the
Dill of Calvert Cter:. • ,
ROOM WITH BATH Slaw'
Len Dilday was • hotness
nearest telepho74. othee.
the. Reehinete Creek Rothe
SEVENTH STREET AND
MOST CONVENIENT SPOT IN
Thursday
b
U
Cl
rat.on
Demenet
MARKII IIOULEVARD
, afternoon. es _her henna.
Wide Hotel
11.4%ement F
WASPY 14 044ULA. MG&
INC'ORPORATtO
do not unto him. This is the whole law, the rest is a mere expoaition
of it."
o
Itre-at
is the whole essence
Conaolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Tunes, and The would have others Inc by us. Ttiat is nut too great a task. It is the '
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928
loveliest road, full of beauty--a -road over ,which the greatest men any
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attended Sunday School at 91ilt. MACEDONIA SC11001. NEW---LANTION-SCUOOL-NEWIL_
Grove Sunday morning and visitBy Eva Williams
ed with Mr. and Mrs. Chesley- Paschall §siticlay„,;afternoon.
School is progressing nicely as
school
has been progressing
Our
Very glad To report Lenon Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Ponnie Hall had is improving after a recent ill- nicely and has ended four weeks we are now at the close of the
as Sunday dinner guests Mr. and nesa-Golden Lock.
of successful work. We're hoping first month. We have just finMrs. Mullen Byars, Mr. and Mrs.
that all the other schools have en- ished our tests and are looking
Ben Byars and afternoon guests
joyed their first part of school as forward to receiving our grade
cards and hoping for the best of
-included Mr. and Mrs. George
well as we have.
NEW YORK. Aug. 7-BUSI- and the retail sales throughout the
Windsor. Mr. and Mrs. Orfield
This is,a late date,to thank any- grades.
NESS-Merchants who have cor- country, the industry manages .to
Bert and Bay Hall.
one for attending our ice cream
The thiid an fourth grades are
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr visited
rectly judged the trend in style sell 360,000.000 balloons a year,
Inez Byars was a weekend guest over the weekend with Mr. and. supper July 22, but just the same now enjoying their work and have
man,
eaoh
tree
for
changes and have the right mer- or* almost
of "Uncle Dick" Jones and fam- Mrs. Commodore Orr and family. we want to thank them and ex- almost completed their booklets.
chandise to sell stand to sell 10 woman and child in the country.
press our gratitude for their efTuesday, we went to Bonnet
ily. Mr. and Mrs. Curley Holley
•• •••
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
per cent more in the second half
and son. Franklin, visited with viaited over the weekend with fort in helping make this event Taylor's birthday dinner. We .all
of 1939 than they did a year ago.
HELP FOR COTTON GROWenjoyed it very much.
the Junes' family during the after- Mrs. Wicker's parents, Mr. and a success.
That is how government and priv- ERS-With U. S. government ofnoon.
We have four new students who
Visitors this month are as folMrs. Jack Key and attended the
ate economists feel about the busi- ficials still casting about for ways
have enrolled in athe last two
lows:
James
Wisehart,
Clyde
visit"Aunt
Saturday
Wilson
is
Fork
Missouri"
North
singing
at
eliminate
the
naess outlook for the next six and means W
Mitchell, Frances Grubbs, Her- week! They' are Truman Been,
ing her son, Bert Wilson, and lam- night.
months.
Women's dress shops tional cotten surplus, number one
bert Dick, Bernice Wisehart, Per- Ruth Garland, Bailey Joe Diua* near Paris.
should keep an eye on the trend economic- problem of the South,
Those who visited in the norne'of nie
Simmons, .Tohn
Williams, cum, • and •'Sudie Nel Bauctun.
Mr. and Mrs. Goeble Wilson and "Uncle Jim" Hooper and daughtoward bustle effects. which Will one company led the way last
Parker, Decy
Mitchell, This makes our total enrollment .
daughter, Martha Juoe. and Mrs. L. ter Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Maude
meke last yeast's styles definitely week in demonstrating hovi privWisehart, and
Mason 25 and 17 of the,se have perfect
J. Hill and son, Kieth, also of De- Stilly Ray Young and son. Jim- Glenneth
old-fashioned. " The women are ate enterprise can aid cotton growVisitors are
always attehdance for the first month.
troit, are visiting relatives in old my Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Lit- McClure.
favoring.short fur coats over full ers. Placeiraint-of an order for
Visitors this week were Mrs. Eva
welcome to Macedonia school and
Kentucky.
length models this Year, a . fact 2,500.000 cotton bags by he Great
tlejohn, Mr. and Mrs. Boone Duke
everyone, is cordially invited to Hopkins, Mrs. Ada Turner, Clay
which will tend to increase total Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company
'Mrs. Fred Carrell and daugh- and children, Alice Kay and Sheila
Smith; Bill Thompson, Rute Bean,
•
sales but cut the dollar volume. was hailed by Paul B. Halstead,
ters, Oettie Sue and Dortha Dean Fay of Benton -Mrs. Claude Coats
Memories have been renewed James Bean, Madison Whitlow,
Retailers of electrical appliances, secretary-treasurer of the Cotton
are in the home of Mr. and Mrs. and son. Puron. Mr. and Mrs. R.
Grafton Cox, and Bobbie Dale
furniture,
jewelry
and
other Textile Institute, as a "major. vicJ. B. House of Mayfield for sa IL Hooper, Stanley Jones, Glynn since we have come back to school Spiceland. We welcome visitors
"hard" consumer goods are justi- tory in the 1939 campaign to boost
Orr, Douglas Vandyke, Tim Nance, once more. Card marks do fairly always, so come on out and enjoy
visit.
well for the first month. Here
fied in looking for even greater domestic consumption of cotton."
Mr. and Mrs. George Pitman are Mary Catherine and Rama Sue are the names of the pupils "who our work with us.-Jewell Whitsales increases than clothing, food, A & P's order, which marks the
low, James Morgan.
the parents of a baby daughter, Morris.
organization's
decision
to
use
and rug and curtain merchants.
Mr. awl Mrs. Charlie Wicker made the grade":
Maureen O'Sullivan and Johnny Welsanuller In "Tarawa Finds a born Wednesday morning of last
Primer, Billy Williams.
American cotton instead of' imJetties
Evets
and
MA.
Visaed
Mr.
week. She has been named doorthe Varsity.
First grade, Warren Williams,
ported jute for bagging the 350,- Son!" Today and Friday at
Sunday.
gia Ann.
fact, of 000,000 pounds of flour consumed
WASHINGTON-One
Mr. and Mrs. Redolph Key and Jean Williams.
Paul Humphreys cut some toThird
grade, Betty Jo Lax.
vital importance to business men annually by its bakeries, is termwere
Love
bacco last week. Farmers have daughter, Durotha
Fourth grade, Lavern Williams
in agricultural communities that ed_by Halstead "one of the first of
busy
worming and among those who attended the Mary Mitchell.
been very
has been obscured by the head- many cotton producer's and proA funeral director
suckering tobacco the past week. singing at North Fork Saturday
Sixth grade, Dottie Maynard.
lines on the, spending-lending bill cessors hope to obtain from AmeriMr. and Mrs. Holton Byars at- night.
tenders a most intiEighth
grade,
Eva
Williams,
Bobis that the Government this year can industry this year."
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Ervan , Forrest's
tended church at Salem Sunday
and
personal
has another $40,000,000 to help
••••
Howard and Zipora Morris visited bie Grubbs, John Lax, Velda Hut- mate
over weekend guests were Mr. and
night.
competent farm tenants, sharecropBelle
Huffmond,
in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. son, Frances •Parker and James service. Thus, it is exHEADLINES IN NEW YORK- Mrs. Joseph
: Ernest Jones-- was - a business
Clifton Mitchell.
tremely important that
pers and farm laborers to pur- American Telephone system added Shires, Grace Forrest Huffmond,
visitor in Murray Saturday after- Douglas Vandyke Saturday.
Those who didn't, get on the you choose a man in
chase their own farms. This ap- 382,000 phones to its total in first and Gloria Gay Shires, daughter
Dorothy Love Key isn't so well
.
noon
honor
roll
this
time,
w.S11
propriation makes a total of $75,- six months, or about Ocicl per cent of Mr. and Mrs. Huffmond. Grace
probably
whom you can have
Mr. and Mrs. Commodore' Jones at this writing.
do better next time, We4e _trust- implicit confidenee.
000,000 in the last two' years ear- more than a year ago . . . More is Ervan Fonrest's sister. Mrs. Belle
- Wass_Spann and Calvin Paschall
fox';
to
a
and
Le
Ni*
comes
.
Loretta
"It
is
a
silty
goose
daughters.
ing that theY will' do their best
marked for the drive to stem the
v
trays- -sold abroad in -first Shires entei eel the-Mason- Hespital
venia, were dinner guests of Mr. vvere'lm Murray on business Satur- and get on the honor roll good When death occurs,
sermon."
iiiipti-v-eiTshmeine of landlords, ten- half year than at any time since Sunday at 9:0 a. in. for cross-eye
stress of emotion often
day.
Kuykestdall
SatMrs.
Eurie
and
AUGUST
ants and land. Thus fill. more than 1929 . . . Price for .scrap steel treatment which is not a serious
makes clear thinking
Add' Paschall and Wess Spann and proper. Try hard students!
urday.
are.
Nansen
FridSlof
-The
13
6.000 farms have s been s bought jarripe-te $16 a ton, a good indica- operation in this age of science.
impossible and
then
Mr. and Mrs. Curlie Holley and visited in the home Of Delmus
tic expedition returned.
under the plan, at an average cost tor of business recovery . . . New These educated and refined people
Approximately 20,000 sheep are there is no time for inson. Frank. were Saturday night Paschall Sunday morning,
1896..
of $5,000 each, with the loans run, all-time monthly record for cop- who reside in the city of IndianapMr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr ad insured in the protective associ- vestigation or comparguests of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Jones.
Mpg for a 40-year period, The new ,per sales established in July, with olis, Ind.. said crops out on the
ison. Therefore decide
14-United States troops ea:
Miss Catherine Jones has been a baby, Gela, visited in the home of ation in Mercer county.
life given to these farmers has a volume of 181,500 tons . . Do- farmsoin that section are fine.
now what funeral ditend Pees,19:0.
Mr. and Mrs, Douglas Vandyke
with
Miss
guest
.disys
,
for
a
few
brought need8d .strength to the mestic censureption of leather may
rector to call.
Sunday.
church
chicken
and
pork
attending
Canning
of
Evelyn
Dick
and
purchasing power of their com- reach new peak in 1939, with 11,Mr. and Mrs
Mary Catherine Morris visited has received special attention in
Story's Chapel.
services
at
famous
Barrymore,
-Ethel
15
munities. That there is still a 498,000 hides
-Cathey of Dalalready taken .
.
Mrs. Eva Guthrie and children a while Sunday afternoen with Hopkins county.
Sincerely,
actress, born, 1879.
long distance to go in the program Wholesale trade in
las, Tex., are
the first half
are spending a few days with her Mrs. Pearl Spann and Miss Eunice
is indicated by the fact that two year totaled half a billion dollars
visiting
"h i s"
Orr.
16-The last French troops parents near Springville, Tenn,
out of every eive farmers are ten- more than a'year ago . . .
Mrs.
folks,,
were withdrawn born the
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Hill of DeThe
Imports
Tipton McFadden has , returned
ants, farming land they do not
Cathey's people
Ruhr, 1923. '
from Czechoslovakia in first half
to his home. near Springville after troit' are visiting relatives here.
own.
.are
Texans.
J.
H.
Churchill
Bird
-Humming
only one-seventh of last year's
visiting in . the home of Ben
_
•• s
_splendid case of
17-The first food inspection
volurne in .same -moethS, -due te
Byars for several days and helpa
Funeral
Home
ismeed.
1893.
act
was
East and West.
NEWCOMER-Recent addition to the fact that such goods are pow
Pearl Cole raised 4,500 chickens
ing in farm work on the Byars
Fine, youthful
sobig business" ...is the toy balloon markt*. as made in Germany . .
school. at on his Estill county farm, selling
He" entered
Telephone 7
farm.
couple.
smelted by' Springville August 7.
dustry, with an annual prodtsc- Profits' earned by 365 companies
fryers' and broiers at 22 dints
18-Iron wcrs
Murray. Ky.
Mr. and Mrs.
electricity, 1909n. valued at -$5.080.000. AdoP- in first half datfhe the earnings of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall per pound on foot.
lion of helium, non-inflammable same companies in same period of
Jim Story, Mr.
and therefore safe. about 10 years mg.
and Mrs. Herman Cathey, Norvis
19-The Constitutionsunk the
• ago lifted_ the industry out of the
and Ola May (twins), Mr. arid
Guernere, 1612.
"small time" bracket. 'Although
Mrs. George' Cathey of SVia are
100
CHILDREN
the once* familiar "balloon man"
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
attending protracted meetings at
100
CHILDREN
peddling his wares on the streets
the Memorial Baptist Church in
Except
ADULTS
-Balcony,
Matinee
BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
Preaching morning and evening the city of Murray this week.
is a rarity these daYs, the manu165
Sundays and Holidays
27c
Holidays
facturers have - developed - new by Dr. IV. M. Wood, one. of the
I saw Mr. and Mrs. Lockridge
Lo:,ter Floor, Math:ices, Except
LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays,
mass-buying markets. Advertisers, best preachers in all the land. Dr. Hargrove of Detroit in the big,
27c
Sundays and Holidays
33.3
Mr. and Mrs. James Irvin of
and Holidays
now that balloons are no longer Wood has spoken to the people. of senarial store of Mr. and Mrs...
dangerous, use thbustds of-Them The First Baptist Church befere Terry' Cochran's, at Knives', last Spigget; Ark., vied their ;nether,
every year; a - life insurance com- and always to their satisfaction and Saturday. Mrs. Hargrove ,and Mrs., Mrs. Evans Irvin and sister and
pany last month distributed 50.000. profit. •
Cochran are daughters of Mr. and brother, Mrs. Aubrey Shrader and
bidloons at the New York World's
Mb -Pastor is away conducting a Mass. "Epp" Hurt. Yes, Epp and Charley Irvin and. their families
Fair to celebrate an anniversary. revival meeting, .will return in me were raised up in seine "beet" last week.
_With the help of such stunts and ablaut 10 or 12 days.
Last Saturday...about noon 'Memand ,were rivals when we were
numerous banquets- and-tie lairs
bers of -Jim Erwin's family who
Church School meets regularly grown boys. Every time I got
Erwin resiSunday rnortiihg at 9:30, with -strudel' on a "purty" girl. Epp liye in the late Padge
dence at public well near this
classes- ----fer-o14-ages
sepaeete would whale away and "you know
class rooms under the care of com- what". All these good folks take church heard a roaring anti upon
of the
petent faithful officers and teach- the Ledger & Times and perhaps investigation found the roof
t?i read "Ole Eagle's Column", house near the kitchen flue to be
ers.
•
which column is a_ climax OS o
burning. Jim and Bob Erwin had
Training Union meets at 6:45.
MERIT LOAN SVSTEM
Duward Zee and
wife and - come in from work and with ladwith a character building program daughters of Habbuck, Tex., Mrs. der and bucket the fire was soon
HUSBAND WETS
The Fr,hklin Plan Merit Loan Systorn
of Bible study arranged by some Luna Zee and -Mrs. Flora. Farless extinguished though several feet
offer, available cash credit up o MO
of the very best Bible students of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs'S'Arthur of the roof was burned. Good
WIT PIA YS "THE OTHER
to'husband and wife or single persons
and scholars within our ranks.
"A
WOMAN!
Zee and Lola Belle Johnson of neighbors hastened to the scene
Mid-week meeting every -Wed- Mayfield Star Route, "Cons and of the fire and rejoiced with the
DANGEROUS GANE"
ON JUST
••.and
nesday evening at 7:30. this is Clarences" were at our home last family that the home was spared.
i bold
in
becoming as it ought to be-one Sunday afternoon, and "Ole Eagle"
YOUR PLAIN NOTE
the'screeliflarnei
Brother Dumas' sermon at Pleasdrama h
swarlk
of the most helpful meetings of the he showed out from start to finish.
,,r sOciety's:ot
ant Grove Sunday was "Casting
TO APPLY You may une any of
'he
congregation.
In
this
meeting
Jim
McDaniel.
state
guard
at
g14from
Every
ways.
reeteet rethe three
/429
soulful songs. earnest praying. Eddyvilie penitentiary, whom I thy, bread upon the waters and
ceives our prompt attention.
Bible study - consumes the time in elected to two terms of jailor of reaping_ after many days."
I. Telephone us. Tell us of your
A missionary colporter in a
float) 'weds.
the most helpful manner possible. Calloway county, was in Murray
2. Cut this ad out -- write your
_Immediately ,following the close of election day. He told me he had small Village of Spain was stoned
U.
name and adds. on it — and
11411111•16SULLIVAN
the mid-week meeting is, the brief sedh 14 convicts placed in the elec- for selling a Bible and trying to
maiI to US.
plas.thir ....aadaz•Aoy
but vital Bible study of the next tric chair, all of whom were prac- distribute good literature. The vilCali at offiee---coneeniently loTARZAN, Jr.
• Bible lesson for the coming., Sun- tically young men. If we had no lage priest tore the Bible from the
cated. p rivet cocoa cultation
day.
licutilou"Ya
capital punishment crime would buyer's hand and angrily exclaimConfidential dealings.
ed, "These books shall.assisor enter
The church extends a most cor-..get worse and worse.
used
the
ny
parish.".
A
merchant
dial invitation to all the people
At this writing I don't know
of Murray and adjacent communi- "zackly" how the election went. book for wrapping groceries and
ties to worship
here whenever. I'm- in favor for the 'majority to the Bible message was carried to
possible.
.••••
rule-hit or miss. Hambone said the people and they were anxious
SECURITY CO.
, Sam P. Martin. Pastor
"All the hair coming off my ole for the Bible • and the stunned'
latorparatrd
welBible
mantarter
had
a
hearty
Career Elroadday sod 4111 Streets
Mlles 1. got to :sasinate tsatttratel
NOtOUTLAW'S HIDE WAS SAFE
Dr. W. H. Gibson, Owsiey -coun- him all over with, axel grease."
come to the village which took
Rooms :coo Taylor Baildira
Illis
-n.nded Ca..'
ty, has started
herd as purePadutah, Kentucky
Phone 54:1
Down Stella way farmers are Much interest in Christianity.
OF HIS GUN!
IWITHIN.RANGE
cattle
to
furnish
.beeeding
bred
daughter
arrived
last
A
little
beginning
to
cut tobacco.
SELECTED
Loans made IX all ....Irby tau.,
Stock- th other farmers in that
Wart` the stars and stripes_ my Tuesday at the home of Mr. and
,NO;COW-GAL'S HEART WAS SAFE
area.
SHORT
boys, the battle is ont N.sw I'll be Mrs. Ellis Paschall and on WednesLEE BOWMAN • ANN DVORAK
day morning a 7 pound. daughter
siq my way.-"Eagle"
WITHIN SOUND OF HIS VOICE!
SUBJECTS
ILIA 'RASE • RITA JOHNSON
a_
arrived at the home of Mr,j
...nd
Mrs. George Pitman. ,Both mothei'A
and babies are doing well.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Orr of
We 'were vgy -sorry to hear of Pittsburgh, Penn,. were expected
Wilford BroWf's bad _luck. Light- 'Sunday night at the home qf his
Cooled by Refrigeration-Prices 10c and 16c
ning killed three cows for him parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Orr.
Mrs. Jesse Phillips, and _children of
Thursday .afternoon.
Ma. and Mrs. Enas Nanney spent Detroit and Mrs. Buddie Wright
of
Bruceton are also guests of the
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. CornOrr home.
us Afexander and family.
Mary Miller Ma *spent a . few
Women sal this neighborhood
have bc-en busy, canning fruit. days last week with her aunt, -Mrs.
Mrs. Rena Daugherty. and Mrs. liancysehldrice and family.sof Paris.
Tom Wyatt assisted Mrs. Reba Alexander Tuesday afternoon. Mrs.
CARD OF THANKS
Joe Yhong and Mrs. Reba Ales.aruler filled 37 cans of apples and
We wish to thank our many
tomatoes Saturday.
- Mr. and. Mrs. Hardin Byars and frieudo and especially ifur kind
Mrs. Mollie Jones spent Sunday neighbors for the kindness shov.n
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Tommie us during the illness and dealls of
*Swift, who has been ill for Me past our dear and beloved, mother and
THE GRANDEST COMBINATION OF TALENT
grandmother and alscr •.for the
few days.
Mr. and Mrs! Reggie Byars visit- flowers. We wish to thank Drs.
EVER GATHERED FOR ONE SHOW !
ed her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hay- Hale and- Garrett and the nurser
'Ion Wells of near Murray Saturday for the kind service they rendered,
also for the kind and faithful sernight.
TYRONE
SONJA
Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Hrkeen vice that the' Churchill Funeral
spent -a tow days' la/l. week as Home gave. We wish to thank
guests of 'her relatives. Mrs. Corn- Bro. Gregory, and Bro. Henson for
in
Us Alexander, Mrs: Joe Young. Reg the kind and consoling words they
Byars. Rochie j3.y'ara and Clen- spokes-Mr. 5,nd Mrs. Turn Morgan
and family. .
don Byars.'
"Comtis Alexander has been ill
but is some better at this. writing, Murray, The Birthplace of Radio
411A OR
A. wedding thiti-einrie -as a surprise tp this community ,was that
Wegth kilo/dr alai
01 -ItiOis
ernes Hugh Burkeensen Saturday.
with
August- 5.
Mrs. Burkeen s is•• a
daughter of Prvan Weatherford, Mr.
MARY HEALY•LYLE TALBOT • ALAN DINE HART
NEW
But-keen'is a son, of Mr. and Mrs,
°meets by S.dowy toslyeld
Webb,Burkecn.
.
%,
eawal•a• If•shnO
MISS 1E111%
...awn... ow-, bvCww... behlWe t
Mr. and Mrs. Joe „Yining, Mr.
Darryl Zanwoll•Ow,. w asaawray
S01101.
and Mrs. Everett 'Inman,'Mr. and
Directea by Iti.eit Otlogie • A Porortiount Picture'
Mrs. Corrals Alexander were .ellosfs
A 2001 Cantury•Fox Pichievi
of Mr. and Mrs„. pg Byars SunAccurately and Carefully
enjoyed makday. The: giu
Compounded of Purest
ing and eating ice cream.
-Brown Eyes
Drugs

Arouild Paschall
School

Behind the Scenes in
American Business

• Puryear Route 3

Gr

•

Stella Gossip*

Confidence ..

NOINKAC

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

VARSIT

S. Pleasant Grove

When it's 90 Degrees in the Shade and There is No Shade, Visit our Modern
Air Conditioned Theatre. Relax and Enjoy the Best of Motion Pictures in
Terfect_Comfdit.

e

FRANKLIN PLAN

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

TODAY AND FRIDAY-

ElssmuLLEsk---

rOMAV

'STRONGER
gimDESIREI

SATURDAY ONLY

FRANKLIN

VIRGINIA BRUCE
WALTER PIDGEON

CAPIT

Joppa News •

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

YOUTH'S MOST
AC
DAN

-•-

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

019 FNOOCH
81IT NOT
HO ENOUGH TO
MARRY...WITHOUT
PARENTAICONSENTI

05

liS STARRETT
SPOMERS
TZDANCE

HENIE • POWER
9iatim49Eaaolb

SECOND FIDDLE

-Y1 '
RUDY VALLEE•EDNA MAY OLIVER

BETTY CRABLE • JACKIE COiGAN
JOYCE MATHEWS • DONALD O'CONNOR
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sermon defending his plight nor
Holley.
chall and baby Steve.
Mr and Mrs. gus and Dorris
published an article of • similar
Lenun Hall, who was unable -to
Lampkins and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
nature, he did jot down on the
attend any of the revival services
Mrs. Alice Jones and daughter, Paschall attended church services
back of some blank statements of
here because of a sore hand, was
Murl, spent a few days this week at Foundry
night
Hill Friday
back at church Sunday.
•inasuri. Heotheie _-his--roactiran.
week.
Mrs. Sarah Sinotherman spent wtth -friends and 'relatives.
had contact with.-M. P. Hunt, to what he considered the injusPart VIII
tice done-not 'to himself, but to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rainey and
Wade hiolley is on the sick list,
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. S.
Louiseille Ky."
(Conclusiont
the concert
his family.
They were words
V. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. Agnes Milliken is visiting Grace Holley attended
the Vaughan Quartet at Cotwritten
but
never
spoken.
by
Windsor and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson. Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Milliken this
Letters more thany anything . allow much we rejoice in his
tage Grove Friday night week.
"If I were within my rights acelse express the 'absolute sincerity labors and the faith which he
Mr. and Mrs. Ellfs Ross Paschall week.
to the Constitution". he
Hardin Jenkins of Midway
are the parents of a daughter, born
e. of the writer. In expression of had in God. Many have been the cording
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clayton
Armstrong
wrote, and he
quoted passages
spent Saturday night with James
Wednesday morning.
•sympathy after death. they retire- times we have said if it were not
of
Detroit,
•Noah
Mich.,
and
Mrs.
from the Constitution bearing out
Holley.
' sent the depths of emotiesejelseithar, a' sin to cohet: we would covet
The following girls enjoyed a Chambers ,of near Gulden Pond
'in alt the' his contention, "then the judge.
ass, the .plurribing of soulful feel- Bro. Taylor's faith
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rainey
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
.
c
age
picnic
near
Sinking
Spring
Frisheriff, attorney, deputy, a n d
-frig: As those sehich preceded. the associations of a life time, we
attended the family reunion at
Tuesday.
day
afternoon:
Martha
Nell
Hopindictothers
.
.
are
subject
to
following are .similarly representa- have never found a man ef so
Sunper. Rebecca and Iva Nell WilLoy Nichols, Enloe Tarkington, Mr. and Mrs. John Rainey's
great faith. Brother 'Taylor was ment for disturbing a lawful eand
tive:
kerson, Grace Wilson, Ruth Bran- Mrs, L. C. Tarkington and Grace day.
peaceable assembly . The officers
He
father
to
us
in
the
ministry.
a
Misses Marie Redden and Grace
- "I dare 'not question the coverdon, Maurita and losetta Morris Holley were in Paris Tuesday.
proved a tried friend. Ws going were ignorantly guilty, but their
Holley
clerk wisdom of God. Yet I had is a groat- loss as we see it aides end abettors were guilty
and Betty Jane Adams.
Mr. 'and Mrs. H. C. Milliken Holley, Mesdames James
hoped that he might be spared
Miss Wilma Hartsfield has had a visited J. 0. Hays Tuesday after- and Herbert Orr spent Sunday
willfully and feloniously . . .
interests,
him
to
kingdom
but
to
Pine Bluff.
many years to carry on in the
severe cold ,,,the past week. noon.
it is fullness of joy. The veil
"If there is a conspiracy of men
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jonas an
way he has. I simply console my"Uncle Geeirge" Windsor is not
Misses Wanda Sue Jones and
has been taken away and he can in Murray who for months have
Sunday
elhotighter..21111:&_:___MeAt-'self with the'thought of the old
U Well at this writing.
Hilda Jenkins sperd=a--frAV--daysface
to
face
and
know
as
also
see
been trying to blacken my name,
•
song we used to sing-'We will
After baptismal services Sunday. last week *ith Mrg. Alice Junes with Mrs. Alice Jones of Hazel.
known.-Elde
and
Mrs.'
E.'
IL
he
is
my
destroy my reputation, crush
Mr. and Mrs, Loy Nichols, Mr.
understand 'it better by and by".
Pro. and Mrs. Lawrence and fam- of Hazel.
Garrott; Apalachicola. "Fla."
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